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Empirical macroscopic features of spatial-temporal traffic patterns at highway bottlenecks
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~Received 10 October 2001; revised manuscript received 17 December 2001; published 10 April 2002!

Results of an empirical study of congested patterns measured during 1995–2001 at German highways are
presented. Based on this study, various types of congested patterns at on and off ramps have been identified,
their macroscopic spatial-temporal features have been derived, and an evolution of those patterns and trans-
formations between different types of the patterns over time has been found out. It has been found that at an
isolated bottleneck~a bottleneck that is far enough from other effective bottlenecks! eitherthe general pattern
~GP! or the synchronized flow pattern~SP! can be formed. In GP, synchronized flow occurs and wide moving
jams spontaneously emerge in that synchronized flow. In SP, no wide moving jams emerge, i.e., SP consists of
synchronized flow only. An evolution of GP into SP when the flow rate to the on ramp decreases has been
found and investigated. Spatial-temporal features of complex patterns that occur if two or more effective
bottlenecks exist on a highway have been found out. In particular, theexpanded patternwhere synchronized
flow covers two or more effective bottlenecks can be formed. It has been found that the spatial-temporal
structure of congested patterns possesses predictable, i.e., characteristic, unique, and reproducible features, for
example, the most probable types of patterns that are formed at a given bottleneck. According to the empirical
investigations the cases ofthe weakandthe strongcongestion should be distinguished. In contrast to the weak
congestion, the strong congestion possesses the following characteristic features:~i! the flow rate in synchro-
nized flow is self-maintaining near a limit flow rate;~ii ! the mean width of the region of synchronized flow in
GP does not depend on traffic demand;~iii ! there is a correlation between the parameters of synchronized flow
and wide moving jams: the higher the flow rate out from a wide moving jam is, the higher is the limit flow rate
in the synchronized flow. The strong congestion often occurs in GP whereas the weak congestion is usual for
SP. The weak congestion is often observed at off ramps whereas the strong congestion much more often occurs
at on ramps. Under the weak congestion diverse transformations between different congested patterns can
occur.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.046138 PACS number~s!: 89.40.1k, 47.54.1r, 64.60.Cn, 05.65.1b
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I. INTRODUCTION: OBJECTIVE CRITERIA FOR
DIFFERENT PHASES IN CONGESTED TRAFFIC

Traffic on a multilane highway can be either ‘‘free’’ o
‘‘congested’’~e.g., Refs.@1–76#!. Free flow states are nearl
related to a curve with a positive slope in the flow-dens
plane. This curve is cut off at a limit~critical! vehicle density
where the related average vehicle speed reaches the
mum possible average speed in free flow~e.g., Refs.
@13,28,30,54#!.

Congested traffic states can be defined as the traffic s
where the average vehicle speed is lower than the minim
possible average speed in free flow~e.g., Ref.@54#!. In con-
gested traffic, where a synchronization of vehicle speed
different highway lanes usually occurs@5,54# complex
spatial-temporal patterns are observed, in particular a
quence of moving traffic jams, the so called ‘‘stop-and-g
phenomenon~e.g., the classical works by Treiterer@53# and
Koshi et al. @54#!.

It has recently been found that in congested traffic t
qualitatively different traffic phases—the traffic phase ‘‘wid
moving jam’’ and the traffic phase ‘‘synchronized flow’’—
should be distinguished@56,66,64#. A moving jam is an up-
stream moving localized structure that is restricted by t
fronts where the vehicle speed changes sharply. The dist
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between the fronts of awidemoving jam is noticeably highe
than the widths of the jam fronts. As in synchronized flo
there is usually a synchronization of the vehicle speeds
different highway lanes inside the fronts of wide movin
jams. The concept of the traffic phase ‘‘synchronized flo
introduced by the author is based on qualitatively differe
empirical spatial-temporalfeatures of synchronized flow in
comparison with wide moving jams. Thus, objective crite
to distinguish the different phases in congested traffic
linked to the qualitatively different spatial-temporal featur
of these phases@56,67,68#. These objective criteria will be
definedas the following@56,57,67,68,73#.

~a! A local spatial-temporal upstream moving traffic pa
tern in congested regime, i.e., the pattern that is spati
restricted by two upstream moving~downstream and up
stream! fronts belongs to the traffic phase ‘‘wide movin
jam,’’ if at the given ‘‘control parameters’’ of traffic~e.g., the
weather and other environmental conditions! the pattern pos-
sesses the following characteristic, i.e., unique, coher
predictable, and reproducible feature. The pattern as a w
local structure propagates through any states of free and
chronized flows and through any bottlenecks~e.g., at on
ramps and off ramps! keeping the mean velocity of the
downstream front of the pattern. This velocity is the same
different wide moving jams.

~b! The traffic phase ‘‘synchronized flow’’ possesses
characteristic feature to form diverse spatial-temporal p
terns upstream of a highway bottleneck. The downstre
©2002 The American Physical Society38-1
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FIG. 1. Explanation of the three traffic phase
~a! A simplified scheme of the infrastructure o
the section of the highway A5-North before 199
The vehicle speed averaged per all highway lan
~b! and the flow rate averaged over the highw
~per lane! ~c! as functions of time and space on
October 1992. Flow rate and the average vehi
speed atD12 ~d! andD6 ~e!.
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front of synchronized flow is usually fixed at the bottlenec
Even if a moving synchronized flow pattern occurs, the
locity of the downstream front of this pattern is not a ch
acteristic parameter. This velocity can change in a w
range during the pattern propagation and it can be diffe
for different patterns.

Besides these features, the traffic phase synchronized
can show the following other characteristic features.

~i! The complex transitions effect. In contrast to free flow,
the whole multitude of states of synchronized flow cover
two-dimensional region in the flow-density plane whe
complex transitions between these different states can oc
In particular, an increase in the vehicle density can be
companied by both a decrease and an increase in the ve
speed@56,66#.

~ii ! The pinch effect. A spontaneous self-compression
synchronized flow, i.e., a large increase in the vehicle den
at sufficiently high flow rate in synchronized flow@66# ~see
Sec. III B!.

~iii ! The moving jam emergence effect. A sponteneous oc
currence of moving jams in synchronized flow@66# ~see Sec.
III C !.

~iv! The speed correlation effect. In synchronized flow,
the autocorrelation of the vehicle speed in single vehicle d
04613
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is large on short scales@61# ~see Fig. 15 in Ref.@61#!.
~v! The catch effect. When synchronized flow that ha

initially occurred downstream of a bottleneck propagates
stream and reaches the bottleneck, the synchronized
pattern can be ‘‘caught’’ at the bottleneck rather than t
pattern propagating further upstream~see Sec. II B 3!.

Traffic flow consists of free flow and congested traffi
Congested traffic consists of the phase synchronized fl
and the phase ‘‘wide moving jam.’’ Thus, there are thr
traffic phases@56,57,66#: ~1! free flow, ~2! synchronized
flow, ~3! wide moving jam.

An example of the application of the criteria for the di
tinction of wide moving jams from the traffic phase synchr
nized flow is shown in Fig. 1. The sequence of two movi
jams propagates through at least three bottlenecks@in the
intersectionsI1, I2, andI3, Fig. 1~a!# and through different
states of synchronized flow@Fig. 1~e!, bottom# keeping the
velocity of their downstream fronts@70#. Therefore, each of
these moving jams belongs to the traffic phase ‘‘wide mo
ing jam.’’ In contrast to the wide moving jams, after a co
gested pattern has occurred upstream of the on ramp a
detectorsD7, the downstream front of the pattern isfixedat
the on ramp@see Fig. 1~b!, where the downstream front o
the pattern is shown by the dashed line#. This pattern belongs
8-2
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EMPIRICAL MACROSCOPIC FEATURES OF SPATIAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
FIG. 2. Explanation of the differentiation be
tween the traffic phases ‘‘wide moving jam’’ an
‘‘synchronized flow.’’ ~a! A simplified scheme of
the infrastructure of the section of the highwa
A5-South.~b! The vehicle speed averaged per a
highway lanes~left! and the total flow rate acros
the highway ~right! as functions of time and
space measured at the detectorsD1-D21. ~c!
Top: the average vehicle speed as function
time for free flow ~left!, for synchronized flow
~middle!, and for the wide moving jam~right!;
bottom: the representation of the related traf
phases on the flow-density plane (F is free flow,
S is synchronized flow, and the lineJ is the char-
acteristic line for the downstream front of th
wide moving jam!. The slope of the lineJ equals
the velocity of the downstream front of the wid
moving jamvg . Traffic data from 23 June 1998
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to the traffic phase synchronized flow.
A different example is shown in Fig. 2@67–69#. A moving

jam propagates through states of free flow~e.g.,D9 –D12)
and through several bottlenecks inside the three intersec
I1, I2, andI3 on a section of the highway A5-South keepi
the velocity of the jam’s downstream front@this velocity
equals the slope of the lineJ in Fig. 2~c!, right#. Therefore,
this moving jam belongs to the traffic phase wide movi
jam. The wide moving jam propagation through a bottlene
at D16 ~the on ramp! causes the occurrence of a conges
pattern that exists further for a long time upstream of
bottleneck. In contrast to the wide moving jam, the dow
stream front of this spatial-temporal congested pattern
fixed at the on ramp@in Fig. 2~b! ~left! the downstream fron
of the pattern is shown by the dashed line#. This pattern
belongs to the traffic phase synchronized flow. After a stu
of spatial-temporal features of traffic has been performed
the traffic phases have been distinguished, some feature
the found traffic phases may be represented in the fl
density plane@Fig. 2~c!# @62,63#.

Possible ways of a theoretical description of the empiri
features of the traffic phases synchronized flow and w
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moving jam@56–58,62–64,66–68,70# is up to now in a dis-
cussion between different scientific groups~e.g., Refs.@36–
44,47–50,52,61,74–76#!.

A huge number of observations show that patterns of c
gested traffic as a rule are formed at highway bottlene
~see books by Daganzo@10# and May @28# and the recent
review by Helbing @52#!. However, theempirical spatial-
temporal features of congested patterns that occur at high
bottlenecks still have not been understood sufficiently up
now.

In this paper, results of an empirical study of macrosco
features of spatial-temporal traffic patterns at highway bot
necks are presented. It will be shown that there are two m
types of congested patterns at an isolated bottleneck~the ef-
fective bottleneck that is far enough from other effecti
bottlenecks!.

~i! The general pattern~GP!. GP is the congested patter
at an isolated bottleneck where synchronized flow occurs
stream of the bottleneck and wide moving jams sponta
ously emerge in that synchronized flow. Thus GP consist
both traffic phases in congested traffic: synchronized fl
and wide moving jam.
8-3
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BORIS S. KERNER PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
~ii ! The synchronized flow pattern~SP!. SP consists of
synchronized flow upstream of the isolated bottleneckonly,
i.e., no wide moving jams emerge in that synchronized flo
However, dependent on the bottleneck features and on tr
demand, GP and SP show a diverse variety of special c
whose consideration will be one of the main aims of t
paper.

The paper is organized as follows. First, empirical fe
tures of the phase transition from free flow to synchroniz
flow ~it will be called theF→S transition! at on and off
ramps will be studied in Sec. II. In Sec. III, GP at on ram
are investigated. It will be shown that the spatial-tempo
structure of GP possesses some common predictable,
characteristic, unique, and reproducible features. In Sec
an evolution of GP at the on ramp is studied. This evolut
occurs when the flow rate to the on ramp gradually decrea
over time. It is shown that due to this evolution one type
the congested pattern can transform into another one. C
gested patterns that occur at off ramps are considered in
V. Section VI is devoted to a consideration of sometim
very complex congested patterns which can occur when
or more bottlenecks exist close to one another. In the dis
sion ~Sec. VII!, a classification of congested patterns, oth
conclusions of empirical results as well as their qualitativ
explanations are made.

II. PHASE TRANSITION FROM FREE FLOW
TO SYNCHRONIZED FLOW

A. Representative data sets: Effective bottlenecks

Between 1995 and 2001 different congested patterns
German highways A1, A3, A5, and A44 have been studi
Since it has been found out that the features of these pat
are similar in all cases, some common results may be il
trated by representative data sets presented below that
been measured on the sections of the highway A5-South
A5-North ~Fig. 3! ~more than 220 congested patterns ha
been observed on these sections during 1995–2001!.

The section of the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!# has three
intersections with other highways (I1, ‘‘Friedberg,’’ I2,
‘‘Bad Homburger Kreuz,’’ andI3, ‘‘Nordwestkreuz Frank-
furt’’ ! where on and off ramps are located, which may
considered as potential bottlenecks. This section is equip
with 24 sets of induction loop detectors (D1, . . . ,D24) @Fig.
3~a!#. Each of the setsD4 –D6, D12–D15, andD23, D24
consist of three detectors for a left~passing lane!, a middle,
and a right lane, plus detectors for the lanes related to
ramps or to off ramps@the detectors on on and off ramps w
be designated asD4-off, D5-on, . . . , D24-off-2, see Fig.
3~a!#. The other sets of detectors are situated on the th
lane road without on and off ramps, where each of th
consist of three detectors only.

The section of the highway A5-North has four interse
tions with other highways (I1, ‘‘Westkreuz Frankfurt;’’I2
‘‘Nordwestkreuz Frankfurt;’’I3, ‘‘Bad Homburger Kreuz;’’
and I4, ‘‘Friedberg’’!. This section is equipped with 30 se
of induction loop detectors (D1, . . . ,D30) @Fig. 3~c!# whose
designation is the same as for the section of A5-South.
04613
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Each detector is a double induction loop detector. T
allows to record the crossing of a vehicle and measure
crossing speed. The road computer calculates the flow
and the average vehicle speed in one minute intervals. D
about vehicle types and individual vehicle speeds of all
hicles passing the detector during each one minute inte
are also available.

The overview of some of the representative data
shown in Fig. 3~b! for data measured on A5-South and Fi
3~d! for data measured on A5-North.

1. Effective bottlenecks on the section on highway A5-South

It has been found that when congested patterns occu
this section, the downstream fronts of these patterns, i.e.
boundaries that separate synchronized flow upstream
free flow downstream are fixed at some locations that
marked as ‘‘B1,’’ ‘‘ B2,’’ and ‘‘ B3’’ in Fig. 3~b!. These loca-
tions are the same for all congested patterns that have
observed on the section on A5-South. The locations ‘‘B1,’’
‘‘ B2,’’ and ‘‘ B3’’ are therefore related to so calledeffective
locationsof the bottlenecks on the section on A5-South@Fig.
3~a!#. ‘‘The effective location’’ of a bottleneck~or ‘‘the ef-
fective bottleneck’’ for short! is the location on a highway
which possesses the following two empirical features@67#.

~i! The F→S transition occurs considerably more fre
quently at the effective bottleneck in comparison with
other locations on the highway.

~ii ! After the occurrence of theF→S transition, synchro-
nized flow occurs upstream of the effective bottleneck. T
downstream front of synchronized flow is usually fixed at t
effective bottleneck.

The effective bottleneck ‘‘B1’’ is linked to the off ramp
D23-off (x'23.4 km). The effective bottleneck ‘‘B2’’ is
linked to the on rampD15-on, which is about 100 m up
stream ofD16 (x'17.1 km). The effective bottleneck ‘‘B3’’
is linked to the on rampsD6-on andD5-on about 100 m
upstream ofD6 (x'6.4 km).

2. Effective bottlenecks on the section on highway A5-North

The traffic observations on the section on A5-North@Fig.
3~c!# have shown that there are at least three effective bo
necks there. The first one marked ‘‘BNorth 1’’ @Fig. 3~d!# is
linked to the off rampD25-off (x'22.4 km), the second
one marked ‘‘BNorth 2’’ is linked to the on rampD15-on,
which is about 100 m upstream ofD16 (x'13 km), and the
third one marked ‘‘BNorth 3’’ is linked to the on ramp up-
stream ofD6 (x'4.4 km). The features ofF→S transitions
that initially occur at the off rampD25-off and the on ramps
(D16 andD6) are qualitatively similar to those observed
the effective bottlenecks at the off rampD23-off ~‘‘ B1’’ ! and
the on ramps atD16 ~‘‘ B2’’ ! andD6 ~‘‘ B3’’ ! in the section of
the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!#, respectively.

It should be noted that there are also nonhomogeneitie
a highway, which do not act as an effective bottleneck, i
there theF→S transition does not occur. For example, wh
the off ramp atD23-off is often an effective bottleneck o
the section of the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!#, the off
ramps atD5-off andD13-off on this section do not act as a
8-4
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FIG. 3. Representative data sets on the hig
way A5 in Germany. A scheme of the arrang
ment of the detectors on the sections of the hig
way A5-South ~a! and one of the related
representative data sets~b!. A scheme of the high-
way A5-North in Germany~c! and one of the
related representative data sets~d!. ~b, d! Depen-
dencies of the average~across all lanes! vehicle
speed~left! and the total flow rate across th
highway ~right! on time and space.
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effective bottleneck. Indeed, a bottleneck can act as an e
tive bottleneck if in addition some flow rates that are link
to the particular traffic demand are realized in the vicinity
the bottleneck.

In contrast to the congested patterns in Fig. 3~b!, from
Fig. 3~d! one might have a first impression that the lat
congested pattern would be related to different conge
states rather than to a coexistence and to an interactio
two traffic phases in congested traffic, synchronized flo
and wide moving jams. Indeed, it seems that there is
possibility to distinguish wide moving jams in Fig. 3~d!.
However, this first impression turns out to be incorrect i
more detailed analysis is made~see Sec. V!.

B. The F\S transition at on ramps

The F→S transition at an on ramp and the further effe
of the self-maintaining of synchronized flow at the on ram
04613
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have already been considered in Ref.@58#. These results have
disclosed the nature of the well-known breakdown pheno
enon at a highway bottleneck~e.g., Refs.@59,60#!. In particu-
lar, it has been found that theF→S transition is the local
first order phase transition@58#. This means that there is
range of high density in free flow where a free flow is in
metastable state. In the metastable state, thespontaneous F
→S transition can occur due to the spontaneous appear
of the local perturbation whose amplitude exceeds so
critical amplitude~the nucleation effect!.

From the theory and experimental studies of the local fi
order phase transitions in nonequilibrium distributed~active!
physical systems~e.g., Refs.@77,78#! it is well known that in
a lot of cases theinducedphase transition occurs rather tha
the spontaneous phase transition is realized. In particular
phase transition in a physical distributed system can be
duced by the propagation of a spatial-temporal patt
through the system~e.g., Ref.@78#!. The inducedF→S tran-
8-5
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BORIS S. KERNER PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
sition can also occur in traffic flow at a bottleneck if the flo
rates are high enough for the occurrence of theF→S transi-
tion in free flow. TheF→S transition can be induced when
wide moving jam propagates through the bottleneck or w
a local region of synchronized flow that has initially occurr
downstream of the bottleneck reaches the effective loca
of the bottleneck.

1. The spontaneous F\S transition

First, free flow exists both at the on ramp (D6) and up-
stream (D5) and also downstream (D7) of the on ramp@ t
,06:37 in Figs. 4~a,b!#. At t'06:37 a sudden fall~the
‘‘breakdown’’! in the average vehicle speed atD6 occurs
@see up arrow atD6, Fig. 4~b!, left and the related arrow in
Fig. 4~c!#. The speed atD6 becomes considerably lower tha
the minimum vehicle speed at the limit point for free flo
rmax

( f ree) ,qmax
( f ree) . During the transition atD6 the free flow con-

ditions exist both upstream (D5) and downstream (D7). The
downstream front of the pattern that is developing after t
transition has occurred is fixed at the on ramp@Fig. 4~a!#.
Thus, this transition is the spontaneousF→S transition at
the on ramp.

After theF→S transition atD6 has occurred, the averag
vehicle speed in synchronized flow shows only relativ
small changes of about 10% over time near 65 km/h atD6
@Fig. 4~b!#. The same behavior of the speed in synchroniz
flow is observed on all other days atD6.

It must be noted that theF→S transition leads to the
further self-maintaining of synchronized flow at the on ram
during about 2.5 h on 17 March 1997. However, there ar
lot of cases when theF→S transition at the on ramp doe
not lead to the effect of the self-maintaining of synchroniz
flow: the synchronized flow exists only during a short time
the on ramp. Such cases are shown in Fig. 4~d! ~the up ar-
rows 1, 2, and 3,D6) where for a comparison theF→S
transition att'06:37~marked by the up arrow 4! considered
above@Fig. 4~a–c!# is shown.

To understand this different behavior, recall that the
hicle speed in synchronized flow is always lower than
minimum vehicle speed in free flow. Therefore, correspo
ingly to the vehicle balance equation@1,17#, after a local
region of synchronized flow has occurred at the on ramp,
upstream front of this synchronized flow can propagate
stream only if the average flow rate in free flow upstream
higher than the average flow rate in the synchronized flow
comparison of the flow rates over the whole highway atD6,
qD6 @solid curve ‘‘D6’’ in Fig. 4~e!# with the sum of the flow
rates,qsum ~dashed curve! upstream ofD6 for these different
F→S transitions is made in Table I. Hereqsum5qD5
1qD6-on1qD5-on2qD6-o f f , whereqD5 , qD6-on , qD5-on , and
qD6-o f f are the flow rates atD5, at the on rampD6-on, at the
on rampD5-on, and at the off rampD6-off.

In the cases 1, 2, and 3,qsum,qD6 ~Table I!. This ex-
plains why the upstream front of the synchronized flow at
on ramp (D6) does not propagate upstream. In contrast,
the F→S transition, which is marked by the up arrows 4
Figs. 4~d! and 4~e! qsum.qD6 ~Table I!. As a result, the
upstream front of the synchronized flow propagates upstr
04613
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FIG. 4. TheF→S transition at the on ramp (D6) on 17 March
1997.~a! The overview of the vehicle speed averaged over all hi
way lanes~left! and the total flow rate across the highway~right!,
~b! the vehicle speed~left! and the flow rate~right! at different
detectors,~c! theF→S transition in the flow-density plane.~d–f! A
comparison of differentF→S transitions at the on ramp:~d! the
vehicle speed atD6 andD5, ~e! the flow rates atD6 and upstream
of D6 (qsum), ~f! the F→S transition in the flow-density plane
which does not lead to the pattern formation@arrows at 6:27 and a
6:30 are related to the up arrows 2 and 28 in ~d! ~left!, respectively#.
8-6
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EMPIRICAL MACROSCOPIC FEATURES OF SPATIAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
and reaches the location ofD5 @the up arrow 4 on Fig. 4~d!,
D5]. In this case, the self-maintaining of the synchroniz
flow at the on ramp indeed occurs.

2. The induced F\S transition caused by a moving jam
propagation through an effective bottleneck

An example of theF→S transition at the on ramp in
duced by a moving jam propagation through the bottlen
B2 at the on ramp (D16) on the highway A5-South is show
in Figs. 2~b!, left and Fig. 5. First, it should be noted th
during the whole time before the moving jam reaches the
ramp, free flow is realized both atD16 and upstream (D15)
and also downstream (D17) @Fig. 5~a!#. However, after the
moving jam has passed the on ramp a synchronized flo
formed at the on ramp.~i! This synchronized flow exists
further for a long time at the bottleneck and~ii ! the down-
stream front of the synchronized flow is fixed at the bott
neck. Thus, theF→S transition is induced at the on ram
during the jam propagation.

It may be assumed that after the moving jam has
passed the on ramp the still slow moving vehicles that
escaping from the moving jam force the vehicles at the
ramp to move slow too. This may cause thisF→S transition.

3. The induced F\S transition caused by a propagation
of synchronized flow. The catch effect

SP has occurred at the bottleneckB1 ~the off ramp,
D23-off) in Fig. 6~a!, left. Both the upstream and down
stream fronts of this SP are moving upstream, i.e., the m
ing SP~MSP! occurs~see also Secs. II C and V B!. When the
upstream front of MSP reaches the bottleneckB2 at the on
ramp (D16) another SP that is further localized at the bott
neck B2 is formed. The downstream front of this localize
SP~LSP! is fixed at the on ramp@Fig. 6~a!, left# and this LSP
is further self-maintained from 06:49 to 09:25. Thus, the u
stream propagation of the initial MSP indeed induces theF
→S transition at the on ramp.

In contrast to the case when a wide moving jam pro
gates through the bottleneckB2 keeping the jam’s down-
stream front velocity@Figs. 2~b! and Fig. 5, the down ar
rows#, MSP is caught at the on ramp~the catch effect!.

TABLE I. The average flow rates during theF→S transitions.
In the second column, the time intervals are given where the fl
rate after the relatedF→S transition has occurred has been av
aged. These intervals are chosen to be higher than the trip tim
vehicles betweenD5 andD6 ~the latter is less than 3 min!.

F→S transition Interval qD6 ~vehicles/h! qsum ~vehicles/h!

Arrow 1
(t56:18) 6:18–6:21 5080 4580
Arrow 2
(t56:27) 6:27–6:31 6230 5850
Arrow 3
(t56:34) 6:34–6:37 6180 5780
Arrow 4
(t56:37) 6:37–6:40 6020 6520
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Indeed, after MSP has reached the bottleneck a qualitati
different LSP occurs there. This LSP is determined most
the characteristic of the bottleneck, traffic demand, and hi
way peculiarities upstream~see also Sec. VI C!. There is also
another difference between a wide moving jam and MSP
contrast to the wide moving jam, inside MSP the vehic
speed is higher than in the jam@about 40–70 km/h, Fig. 5~b!#
and the average flow rate is only a little bit lower than in t
initial free flow.

In another example, after a local region of synchroniz
flow (D7), which has initially occurred between the bottl
necksB2 andB3 has reached the bottleneckB3 (D6), syn-
chronized flow occurs upstream of this bottleneck (D5).
This synchronized flow is further self-maintained during 2
h. Thus, the upstream propagation of the synchronized fl
also induces theF→S transition at the on ramp (D6).

w
-
of

FIG. 5. TheF→S transition at the on ramp (D16) caused by the
moving jam propagation on 23 June 1998@see the overview in Fig.
2~b!, left#. ~a! The vehicle speed~left! and the flow rate~right! at
different detectors,~b! the F→S transition in the flow-density
plane.
8-7
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Note that before the latter inducedF→S transition oc-
curs, at least four spontaneousF→S transitions are observe
at the on ramp, which do not lead to the effect of the se
maintaining of the synchronized flow at the on ramp~the up
arrows 1–5 in Fig. 7!. The latter cases are similar to the cas
considered above@see Fig. 4~d!, the up arrows 1, 2, and 3#.

C. The F\S transition at off ramps

It is well known that traffic congestion upstream of an o
ramp can occur, if the fraction of vehicles that have
choose the off ramp is high enough~see, e.g., Ref.@10#!.

An example is shown in Fig. 8 where the ratio of th
vehicles moving on the right laneqright to the whole flow
rate on the highwayqwhole, d5qright /qwhole is a continu-
ously increasing function of the distance from intersectionI2
to intersectionI3 @Fig. 8~b!#. As a result, the flow rate of the

FIG. 6. TheF→S transition at the on ramp (D16) caused by the
propagation of the moving synchronized flow pattern on 4 Ap
1998. ~a! The overview of the averaged vehicle speed over
highway~left! and the total flow rate across the highway~right!, ~b!
the vehicle speed~left! and the flow rate~right! at different detec-
tors, ~c! the F→S transition in the flow-density plane. MSP is th
moving synchronized flow pattern, LSP is the localized synch
nized flow pattern.
04613
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vehicles that move on the right lane is drastically increas
from D21 ~21.8 km! to D22 ~22.9 km!.

Apparently the latter effect causes the fall of the speed
the right lane atD22 @up arrow atD22, Fig. 8~a!#. Most of
the vehicles that move on the middle and the left lane atD22
have a different route in comparison to those vehicles t
want to leave to the off ramp. This may be the reason w
the synchronization of the speeds on different highway la
does not occur atD22.

The synchronized flow occurs only atD21, i.e., about 1.5
km upstream of the off ramp. The reason for this synch
nized flow and of the relatedF→S transition is the fall in the
vehicle speed at the bottleneckB1 due to the off ramp. Be-
tweenD21 andD22 a lot of vehicles change to the right lan
@Fig. 8~b!#, where the speed is lower. These vehicles m
force the vehicles on the middle and left lane, which want
continue on the highway, to slow down.

Note that due to thisF→S transition at the off ramp the
MSP @Fig. 6~a!, left and Fig. 8~a!, D21, D20# occurs whose
upstream propagation causes later the inducedF→S transi-
tion at the upstream bottleneckB2 considered above~see
Sec. II B 3!.

Therefore, in comparison with theF→S transitions at on
ramps, in the case of an off ramp synchronized flow occur
some distance upstream of the off ramp. It may be propo
that the effective location of the bottleneck due to the

l
e

-

FIG. 7. TheF→S transition at the on ramp (D6) caused by the
propagation of a local region of synchronized flow on 18 June 19
~a! The vehicle speed~left! and the flow rate~right! at different
detectors,~b! the F→S transition in the flow-density plane.
8-8
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EMPIRICAL MACROSCOPIC FEATURES OF SPATIAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
ramp is also located at some distance upstream from the
ramp.

However, both at on and off ramps theF→S transition is
accompanied by the fall in the vehicle speed@the arrows in
Figs. 4~c!, 5~b!, 6~c!, 7~b!, and 8~c!# whose duration is no
higher than about 1 min. Besides, although the speed
creases noticeably during theF→S transition ~the ‘‘break-
down’’!, the flow rate in the emerged synchronized flow c
remain of the same order of magnitude as in the initial f
flow.

III. PREDICTABLE FEATURES OF GENERAL PATTERNS
AT ON RAMPS

A. The general pattern at isolated effective bottlenecks

1. Isolated bottleneck

Here we restrict to the consideration of features of GP
such an effective bottleneck that is located far enough fr

FIG. 8. TheF→S transition at the off rampD23-off on 20 April
1998.~a! The vehicle speed~left! and the flow rate~right! at differ-
ent detectors,~b! the ratiod5qright /qwhole as the function of the
distance,~c! the F→S transition in the flow-density plane. Th
down arrows ‘‘MSP’’ atD22 andD21 in ~a! ~left! are related to the
vehicle speed distribution in the moving synchronized flow patt
~MSP! whose overview is shown in Fig. 6~a!, left.
04613
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other bottlenecks. Exactly the effects of other bottlene
and/or any other nonhomogeneities on the highway aw
from the effective bottleneck should not have a qualitat
influence on the features of the pattern at the effective bo
neck. Such an effective bottleneck will be called anisolated
effective bottleneck~an isolated bottleneck for short!.

Inside the intersectionI1 on the highway A5-South ther
are several on ramps or/and off ramps. However, theF→S
transition and congested patterns are observedalways onlyat
the same location in the vicinity ofD6 @Fig. 3~a!# ~about 110
congested patterns upstream ofD6 have been observed!.
Other possible effective bottlenecks are located on the r
far enough fromD6.

However, in this case, there are two on ramps,D5-on and
D6-on, which are very close to one another@Fig. 3~a!#. The
end of the on rampD6-on is located about 100 m upstrea
of D6. The length of the on rampD6-on where vehicles may
enter the highway section is about 290 m. The end of
other upstream on rampD5-on and the beginning of the o
rampD6-on are separated only by about 83 m. The length
the on rampD5-on is 325 m. The latter on ramp is used al
as the off rampD6-off for vehicles that leave the highwa
A5-South. Because the distance between the on ra
D5-on andD6-on is noticeable shorter then the length
each of the on ramps, they may also be considered as
effective on ramp on this section with the effective flow ra
qe f f-on :

qe f f-on5qD6-on1qD5-on2qD6-o f f . ~1!

The congested patterns upstream ofD6 are fully formed
within about 4–5 km upstream~Figs. 9–11!. The next up-
stream intersection, where other effective bottlenecks can
ist, is located about 10 km upstream fromD6. Thus, the
effective bottleneck atD6 can indeed be considered as
isolated bottleneck at the on ramp. Nevertheless, to dem
strate that the qualitative results below are independen
either~i! the effective flow rateqe f f-on only alone or~ii ! the
flow rate qD6-on , or else~iii ! the flow rateqon-up5qe f f-on
2qD6-on is responsible for the pattern features, all these fl
rates will be studied.

2. Some features of the general pattern

After theF→S transition has occurred atD6, a congested
pattern can be formed upstream ofD6. Observations show
that independent of the initial conditions, i.e., traffic dema
~the initial flow rates on the highway,qin and to the effective
on ramp,qe f f-on), percentages of long vehiclesAlong , and
the weather conditions, in more than 90% cases the c
gested pattern is GP. This GP has been qualitatively the s
as it has earlier been found and investigated in Ref.@66# ~Fig.
9!.

In a lot of cases two parts may be distinguished in G
@Fig. 9~b!#: ~i! The synchronized flow that is upstream bo
dered by~ii ! a sequence of wide moving jams, or the regi
of wide jams for short.

In the synchronized flow in GP@Fig. 9~b!#, the pinch re-
gion is formed where narrow moving jams emerge and gr
propagating upstream (D5,D4). The downstream fron

n
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BORIS S. KERNER PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
~boundary! of the synchronized flow is located at the effe
tive location of the bottleneck. The upstream front~bound-
ary! of the synchronized flow is determined by the locati
where a narrow moving jam is just transformed into a w
moving jam, i.e., where the phase transition from synch
nized flow to a wide moving jam~it will be called theS
→J transition! has occurred. The upstream boundary se
rates the synchronized flow downstream and the region
wide jams upstream. When a wide moving jam occurs,
jam suppresses the further growth of the narrow mov
jams that are very close to the downstream front of this w
moving jam. As a result, some of narrow moving jams c
disappear without their transformation into wide movi
ones @66#. Because the transformation of different narro
moving jams into wide moving jams can occur at differe
locations, the upstream boundary of synchronized flow p
forms complex spatial oscillations over time. The me
width of the synchronized flow in GP,Lsyn, is limited:
Lsyn'324 km, i.e., it does not noticeably depend on traf
demand.

The successive process of the transformation of nar
moving jams into wide moving jams at the upstream bou
ary of synchronized flow leads to the formation of the reg

FIG. 9. The general pattern~GP! upstream ofD6 ~the effective
bottleneckB3) on the section of the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!#
on 13 January 1997.~a! The overview of GP: the vehicle spee
averaged over all lanes~left! and the flow rate over the whole high
way ~right! in space and time;~b! the vehicle speed on differen
lanes in GP at different detectors.
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of wide moving jams. Due to the upstream wide jam prop
gation, the region of wide jams is continuously widenin
upstream. Consequently, the quantity of wide moving ja
inside the region of these jams can increase over time.
tween wide moving jams both synchronized flow and fr
flow can be formed. These flows will be considered as a p
of the region of wide jams.

3. The general patterns on three different days

Let us compare the features of GP that have emerge
the effective bottleneck atD6 on three different days~on
three different years!. This allows to study common feature
of GP that have been observed on all other days du
1995–2001. The first general pattern from 13 January 1
is shown in Fig. 9~Fig. 1 in Ref.@66#!. The second and the
third general patterns from 15 April 1996~Fig. 10! and from
23 March 1998~Fig. 11! are very similar.

In these three cases, downstream of GP, i.e., atD7, free
flow conditions are realized~Figs. 9, 10, 11!. Therefore, all
these congested patterns can be indeed considered a
general pattern at the isolated bottleneck atD6. The up ar-

FIG. 10. The general pattern~GP! upstream ofD6 ~the effective
bottleneckB3) on the section of the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!#
on 15 April 1996.~a! The overview of GP: the vehicle speed ave
aged over all lanes~left! and the flow rate over the whole highwa
~right! in space and time;~b! the vehicle speed on different lanes
GP at different detectors.
8-10
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EMPIRICAL MACROSCOPIC FEATURES OF SPATIAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
row atD6 in Figs. 9~b!, 10~b!, and 11~b! symbolically shows
the time tFS ~Table II! when theF→S transition at the on
ramp occurs leading to the GP formation upstre
(D6-D1).

To compare the initial conditions of the GP formation, t
time dependencies of the flow rate to the on rampsD6-on,
D5-on, to the off rampsD6-off andD5-off, as well as of the
flow rate to the effective on ramp,qe f f-on ~‘‘eff-on’’ !, which

TABLE II. Parameters for the general patterns formation a
evolution on three different days on the section of the highw
A5-South

Parameter or
characteristic

Day

15 April 1996 13 January 1997 23 March 199

tFS 06:40 06:27 06:23
qe f f-on

~vehicles/h! 1680 1440 1500
te f f-on 07:09 07:43 07:10
qe f f-on, max

~vehicles/h! 1980 1830 1800
qe f f-on

(trans)

~vehicles/h! 900–600 570–480 780–600

FIG. 11. The general pattern upstream ofD6 ~the effective
bottleneckB3) on the section of the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!#
on 23 March 1998.~a! The overview of GP: the vehicle spee
averaged over all lanes~left! and the flow rate over the whole high
way ~right! in space and time;~b! the vehicle speed on differen
lanes in GP at different detectors.
04613
are averaged over 10 min intervals, are shown in Fig. 12
the three days. The up arrows 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 12 (D6-on
and ‘‘eff-on’’ ! are related to the corresponding timestFS
~Table II!. The time intervals where the congested patte
upstream ofD6 exist are also marked in Fig. 12 (D6 and
D1).

4. Overview of the flow rates in the general pattern

The downstream front of synchronized flow where v
hicles accelerate from synchronized flow upstream to f
flow downstream is fixed at the effective bottleneck (D6).
Thus, the flow rate inside this front—the discharge flow ra
qout

(bottle)—does not depend on the space coordinate@60#.
However, the discharge flow rate can noticeably depend
time ~Fig. 12, D6) @67#. It must be noted that whereas th
flow rates to on ramps are very similar for the three days,
discharge flow rates (D6) are noticeably different.

This is because the average flow rate inside the pi
region, q(pinch) ~at D5) is also noticeably different for al
these days and on the other hand, the sum ofq(pinch) and
qe f f-on gives approximately the average discharge flow r
at D6, qout

(bottle) :

qout
(bottle)5q(pinch)1qe f f-on . ~2!

Let us show that the mentioned differences in the d
charge flow rateqout

(bottle) (D6) and the flow rate inside the
pinch regionq(pinch) (D5) are correlated with the differ
ences in the flow rate in the outflow of a wide moving jam
qout , when in this outflow free flow is formed.

B. Pinch effect and characteristic parameters of wide moving
jams

1. Determination of the line J

A wide moving jam possesses the characteristic~i.e.,
unique, reproducible, and predictable! parameters@70#.
These parameters depend only on the control paramete
traffic such as the percentage of long vehicles, infrastruct
weather, and other environmental conditions. One of th
parameters is the mean velocity of the downstream fron
the wide moving jam,vg @70#. It is important that this veloc-
ity remains the characteristic parameter independent of
states of flow in the outflow of the wide moving jam. Th
related stationary movement of the downstream front o
wide moving jam can be represented in the flow-dens
plane as a line whose slope equalsvg . This characteristic
line for the downstream front of the moving jam is calle
‘‘the line J’’ ~Fig. 13! @70#.

To determine the lineJ with empirical data, the following
procedure has been used@56,70#. When a wide moving jam
passes a detector, the time series of the vehicle speed an
flow rate can be measured. An example is shown in F
13~a, b! for a wide moving jam atD11. Similar measure-
ments of the time series of the vehicle speed can be
formed at different detectors due to the jam propagat
through the highway. Using the distances between the dif
ent detectors it is easy to calculate the mean velocity of

d
y
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FIG. 12. A comparison of the
flow rates and of the percentage o
long vehiclesAlong at different lo-
cations related to the congeste
patterns observed on three diffe
ent days. 10 min averaged dat
each 10 min averaged value is s
to the minute at which the 10 min
interval of the averaging begins
This interval of the averaging is
noticeably higher than the trave
time betweenD6 andD5, which
is less than 3 min.
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downstream front of the wide moving jam,vg , within the
accuracy of the measurements~1 min intervals! ~Table III!.

Besides this mean velocity, the flow rate and the veh
speed downstream of the wide moving jam can be measu
If in the outflow from the wide moving jam a free flow i
formed, then the mean flow rate in this outflowqout , the
mean vehicle speedvmax, and the related mean densi
rmin , are also the characteristic parameters which are
same for different wide moving jams at given control para
eters of traffic@70#. The densityrmin can be estimated by th
formula rmin5qout /vmax ~Fig. 13!. These parameters of th
wide jam outflow determine the coordinate (qout ,rmin) of
the boundary point of the lineJ in the flow-density plane.
Thus, from the measurements we find this coordinate and
slope of the lineJ, which is given by the velocityvg . This
allow us to draw the lineJ and to estimate the average v
hicle density inside the jamrmax as the intersection point o
the line J and the axis of the density (x axis!. It should be
noted that to avoid the influence of fluctuations, for the d
termination of the flow rate out from a wide moving ja
usually the flow rate during a few minutes interval after t
jam has passed the detectors is used. However, during
averaging time interval one should take care that on the
hand only the vehicles that have escaped from the jam
04613
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taken into account and on the other hand all of these vehi
are taken into account. In other words, the detectors wh
the flow rate out from a wide moving jam is measured sho
be far enough from any on and off ramps. It must also
noted that the lineJ is related to the downstream jam fron
only and that only the flow rate in the outflow of the dow
stream front and the velocity of this front are used for t
definition and for the determination of the lineJ rather than
the traffic states of the downstream jam front falling on t
line J.

Results of the study of wide moving jams that propag
through the highway section are shown in Fig. 13 and Ta
III. One of these wide moving jams is shown in Fig. 13~g!. In
this case, synchronized flow is formed in the outflow of th
wide moving jam. However, even in such a case it is poss
to estimate with a good accuracy the jam’s characteristic
rameters. Indeed, if synchronized flow is formed downstre
of a wide moving jam, the average flow rate in this flo
qout

(syn) , is lower thanqout . However, the point in the flow-
density plane related to the flow rateqout

(syn) is close to a point
at the lineJ @Fig. 13~i!#. Therefore, the lineJ can be approxi-
mately found if the flow rateqout

(syn) and the speed in the
synchronized flow averaged during 5–10 min are taken
8-12
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EMPIRICAL MACROSCOPIC FEATURES OF SPATIAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
the determination both of the densityrmin
(syn) and of the left

coordinate of the lineJ. This allows to estimate the flow rat
qout as the point where the line J crosses the region of
flow in the flow-density plane@Fig. 13~i!#.

To prove the correctness of such a procedure, differ
wide moving jams have been studied. It has been found
with the accuracy of about 5%~at least three different wide
moving jams at each of the three days have been studied! the
determination ofqout with the above procedure has led to t
same result. The analogous result for 13 January 199
shown in Fig 13~e, f!.

FIG. 13. Determination of the lineJ. ~a! The vehicle speed~left!
and the flow rate~right! in a wide moving jam atD11 on the section
of the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!# on 13 January 1997;~c–f! free
flow ~back points! and the lineJ in the flow-density plane for two
different wide moving jams:~c, d! for the jam atD11, ~a, b! and~e,
f! for the wide moving jam marked by the arrow 4 in Fig. 9 atD1.
The vehicle speed~g! and the flow rate~h! in a wide moving jam at
D1 on the section of the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!# on 15 April
1996 ~a!; ~i, j! free flow ~back points! and the lineJ in the flow-
density plane related to~g, h!.
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On 13 January 1997 a wide moving jam atD11 @Fig.
13~a, b!# has been chosen for comparison with the estima
value ofqout for the wide moving jam that is marked by th
down arrow 4~the jam 4 for short! in Fig. 9 atD1. In the
case of the jam atD11 free flow conditions are in the outflow
from the jam@Fig. 13~a!#. In the case of the jam 4 in Fig. 9
(D1) synchronized flow is formed in the outflow of the jam
However, the measured flow rateqout for the jam atD11
@Fig. 13~c,d!# is, with the accuracy within 5%, the same
that estimated for the jam 4@Fig. 13~e,f!#.

Note that the relatively low flow rateqout on 23 March
1998 ~Table III! can be linked to the weather condition
There was an intense snowfall on this day.

2. The pinch effect

In Sec. II B 1, it has been noted that there can be a lo
F→S transitions atD6, which do not lead to an occurrenc
of the congested pattern upstream of the on ramp@Fig.
4~d,e!, arrows 1–3#. It has also been stressed that the patt
can occur only if the upstream front of the synchronized fl
starts to propagate upstream~the up arrowsS at D5 andD4
in Figs. 9–11!.

However, in all investigated cases the general pattern
stream of the on ramp appears only if inside the synch
nized flow upstream of the on ramp a compression of t
synchronized flow occurs, i.e., if the pinch effect is realize
The time moment when this pinch effect atD5 has occurred
is marked by the up arrowP in Fig. 9 (D5). In this case, the
pinch effect occurs with a delay time~about 9 min! after the
F→S transition has reachedD5 ~the up arrowsS and P in
Fig. 9, D5). On some other days, no such delay time h
been observed: synchronized flow has already been c
pressed when the synchronized flow was measured atD5
~e.g., Fig. 11!.

In the pinch region, the vehicle speed and the den
change in a wide range@Fig. 9, D5 and Fig. 14~a!#. This
spreading of the vehicle speed and of the density increas
the upstream direction inside the pinch region~Fig. 9, D4
and Fig. 14~c!#. This behavior has already been explained

FIG. 14. The concatenation of measurement points for free fl
~black points!, the line J, and for synchronized flow in the pinch
region~circles! in the flow-density plane for the highway A5-Sout
@Fig. 3~a!# on 13 January 1997.~a, c! All points in the pinch region,
~b, d! only some points between moving jams are shown.
8-13
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TABLE III. Parameters of wide moving jams on three different days on the section of the high
A5-South

Parameter or
characteristic

Day

15 April 1996 13 January 1997 23 March 1998

vg ~km/h! 216 215 214
qout

~vehicles/h, left lane! 2000 1800 1650
qout

~vehicles/h,
whole highway! 5000 4500 4200
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Ref. @66# by the emergence of the growing narrow movi
jams in the pinch region.

The fall of the average flow rateq(pinch) is observed after
the pinch region is formed (D5, Fig. 15!. It should be noted
that this decrease inq(pinch) occurs earlier than the first wid
moving jam is formed upstream of the pinch regi
(D2,D1). Therefore, the fall of the flow rateq(pinch) occurs
inside the pinch region rather than this fall being caused
some possible decrease in the flow rate upstream of the p
region. The interval of the averaging~10 min! in Fig. 15
(D5) is chosen to be higher than an average time dista
between narrow moving jams that emerge in the pinch reg
~this distance between narrow moving jams is about 5–6
at D5, see Sec. III C!.

The fall of the average flow rateq(pinch) has a limit
qlim

(pinch) . After this limit has been achieved, the flow ra
q(pinch) shows only small changes less than 10% in the
cinity of qlim

(pinch) . This stationary feature of the pinch effe
remains even if the flow rates to on ramps and the flow r
at D6 change during a long time interval shown in Fig. 1
However, the flow rateqlim

(pinch) can be noticeably different on
different days~Table IV!.

3. Correlation of flow rates in the outflow of wide moving jams
and in the pinch region

To understand the latter empirical fact, the parameter
the pinch region and of the wide moving jams will be com
pared. First note@66# that inside the pinch region the traffi
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variables of synchronized flow that are measured during
tervals between narrow moving jams are related to the po
in the flow-density plane, which often lie above the lineJ
@circles in Figs. 14~b! and~d!#. Nevertheless these points a
related to the flow rates that are often lower thanqout . It
turns out thatqlim

(pinch) is correlated withqout : the higherqout

is, the higherqlim
(pinch) is ~Fig. 15!. Besides, for all observed

cases~Table IV!

qlim
(pinch),qout . ~3!

The study on different days allows to suggest that

1.2&qout /qlim
(pinch)&1.5. ~4!

4. Pinch effect at the on ramp

It has been mentioned that the effective on ramp cons
of two on ramps:D6-on andD5-on. The vehicle speed at th
downstream on rampD6-on remains almost without chang
after theF→S transition has occurred atD6 (D6-on in Figs.
9–11!. However, at the upstream on rampD5-on the pinch
effect that is very similar to the one on the highway (D5) on
13 January 1997 and on 23 March 1998 is realized when
flow rate to this on ramp increases (D5-on in Figs. 9 and 11!.
This pinch effect occurs often with a delay time after theF
→S transition reachesD5. It has been found that apparent
due to this pinch effect at the on rampD5-on, as well as on
the highway (D5) the flow rate to the on rampD5-on
e

d
the
r-

,

FIG. 15. The average flow rate inside th
pinch regionq(pinch) ~solid curves! ~a!, the dis-
charge flow rateqout

(bottle) ~b!, and the flow rates to
the on rampsD5-on, D6-on, andqe f f-on ~‘‘eff-
on’’ ! ~c! for three different days. 10 min average
data: each 10 min averaged value is set to
minute at which the 10 min interval of the ave
aging begins. Dashed lines in~a, b! are related to
the flow rate in the outflow of a wide moving jam
when free flow is formed downstream of the jam
qout .
8-14
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changes less than 12% in the vicinity of a limit value af
the pinch effect has occurred there@D5-on, Fig. 15~c!#.

5. Influence of wide moving jam emerging in the pinch region
on the general pattern

As it has been noted, wide moving jams are usua
formed at the distanceLsyn'3 –4 km upstream ofD6. Now
a somewhat exceptional case is considered, when a w
moving jam appears upstream but very close to the effec
bottleneck atD6. The wide moving jam is marked by th
down arrow ‘‘B’’ in Fig. 16~a!.

The wide moving jam ‘‘B’’ occurs betweenD6 andD5.
Indeed, atD6 and atD6-on the vehicle speed does not fa
either before or after the jam is measured atD5 andD5-on
@Fig. 16~a!#. After the jam has occurred, it propagat
through the general pattern (D5 –D1, down-arrow ‘‘B’’ !.
The occurrence and propagation of the jam causes two
fects.

The first effect is the returnS→F transition at the effec-
tive bottleneck@D6, up arrowF1 in Fig. 16~a! and the arrow
at 08:35 in Fig. 16~c!#. The jam occurs upstream ofD6 but
very close toD6. Therefore, the flow rate atD6 during the
jam formation decreases@Fig. 16~b!, D6#. This may explain
the returnS→F transition. When the jam propagates u
stream ofD5, the flow rate atD6 increases~it is the sum of
the flow rate out from the jamB and qe f f-on) and a newF
→S transition atD6 occurs@D6, up arrowS2 in Fig. 16~a,b!
and the arrow at 08:43 in Fig. 16~d!#.

The second effect is the suppression of the growth
narrow moving jams in the pinch region, which are ve
close to the downstream front of the jamB. Apparently due
to this effect the moving jams ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ disappea
@D5 –D3 in Fig. 16~a!#. This suppression effect is apparent
the same as the one in the vicinity of the upstream fron
the synchronized flow in GP@66#.

C. Emergence of moving jams

1. Stationary and temporal features of the pinch effect

The pinch effect shows both some stationary and so
temporal features. The stationary feature of the average
rate q(pinch) has already been stressed in Sec. III B 2@Fig.
15~a!#. However, if 1 min data are considered, the emerge
of growing narrow moving jams in the pinch region, whic

TABLE IV. The limit flow rate in the pinch region of the genera
pattern on three different days on the section of the highway
South.

Parameter or
characteristic

Day

15 April 1996 13 January 1997 23 March 199

qlim
(pinch)

~vehicles/h
whole highway! 3700 3400 2800
qout /qlim

(pinch)

1.35 1.32 1.5
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propagate upstream can be found out. The features of
temporal effect have already been considered in Ref.@66#.

In particular, it has been mentioned that if the mean d
tance between the narrow moving jams in the pinch reg
R̄narrow is lower than some minimum distance between w
moving jams~about 2.5 km! then some of these narrow jam
disappear during their transformation into wide movi
jams. As a result, the mean distance between wide mov
jams (D1) is noticeably higher than the initial distance b
tween narrow jams (D5). This result@66# is also valid for all
three days under consideration~see Figs. 9–11 and Table V!.

Nevertheless, even the temporal process of the nar
moving jams dynamics in the pinch region possesses a
tionary feature. The mean time distance between nar

-

FIG. 16. Hysteresis phenomena at the on ramp. The veh
speed~a! and the flow rate~b! on different detectors on the highwa
A5-South@Fig. 3~a!# on 13 January 1997.~c, d! Hysteresis phenom-
ena in the flow-density plane due to theF→S transitions and the
reverseS→F transitions at the on ramp (D6). Free flow~black
points! and synchronized flow~circles!.
8-15
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BORIS S. KERNER PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
moving jamsTJ when they are just emerging~at D5) is
related to the limit~minimum! mean time distanceTJ, l im ,
which is about 5–7 min for different days~Table V, D5!.
This value ofTJ, l im is correlated with the minimum of the
mean distance between narrow jamsR̄narrow in Fig. 2~b! in
Ref. @66#. This mean minimum distance is about 1.5 k
This corresponds to the time distance between narrow j
TJ, l im56 min atD5 at the narrow jam velocity215 km/h.

The other stationary feature of the pinch effect is the f
lowing. The mean time from the narrow moving jam em
gence till theS→J transition, i.e., till the transformation of
narrow moving jam into a wide moving jam,Tnarrow , is also
a nearly constant value for different moving jams on t
same day~exactly for the same traffic conditions!, e.g., it is
aboutTnarrow'11 min on 13 July 1997.

However, these stationary features are valid only dur
the time interval when the average flow rateq(pinch) is also
nearly constant in the vicinity ofqlim

(pinch) @Fig. 15~a!#.
It must also be noted that the timeTnarrow needed for the

S→J transition ~about 10–12 min! is considerably longer
than the time needed for theF→S transition~about 1 min,
see Sec. II B!. The high valueTnarrow and complex dynam-
ics of the wide moving jam emergence may be respons
for the strong spatial dependence of the speed correla
function, which will be considered below.

2. Spatial dependence of speed correlation function

The speed correlation function for moving jams~‘‘stop-
and-go-traffic’’! has already been studied in Ref.@61#. In
Ref. @61#, it has been found that the period of this function
about 10 min.

It is interesting to analyze the speed correlation funct
during the moving jam emergence at different locations~Fig.
17 and Table V!. It can be seen from Table V that the spe
correlation function, which is calculated during the wid
moving jam emergence for the different locations (D5 –D1),
strongly depends on the spatial coordinate. The period of
function can change in space from about 5 min up to ab
20 min.

The speed correlation function is calculated for time
ries vn5v(tn) wherev is the vehicle speed,tn5nDt1t0 is

TABLE V. The mean time distance between moving jamsTJ

and period of speed correlation functionsTc at different locations

Day Detectors D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

15 April 1996 TJ ~min! 11.2 9.3 8.2 6.2 5
Tc ~min! 10.5 11 11 9.2 4.9

13 January 1997 TJ ~min! 15.7 8.1 7.1 5.2 6.3
Tc ~min! 9.7 6.4 6.6 6.2 7.1

17 March 1997 TJ ~min! 17 17 10 6.3 5.5
Tc ~min! 22 16.7 7.5 7.3 6.1

23 March 1998 TJ ~min! 9.9 8.1 7 5.5 5.2
Tc ~min! 8.3 7.8 7.4 5.7 4.8

20 April 1998 TJ ~min! 12.8 11.2 10.6 7.1 5.3
Tc ~min! 17.7 19.2 14.8 5.9 5.4
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the time within a given time intervalt0,tn<tN , n
51,2, . . . ,N, Dt51 min, t0 is an initial time, andN is the
number of points in the interval. The correlation functio
RVV(kDt), k50,1,2. . . , is determined as@79#

RVV~kDt !5
1

s2~N2k!
(
n51

N2k

~vn2^v&!~vn1k2^v&!, ~5!

where ^v& is the average speed over time intervalt0,tn
<tN ,

^v&5
1

N (
n51

N

vn , s25
1

N (
n51

N

~vn2^v&!2. ~6!

The maximal value of the numberk in formula ~5! for
RVV(kDt) is chosen equal to N/2.

The period of this functionTc ~Table V! has a minimum
from about 5 up to 7 min for different days in the pinc
region (D5). This period increases with the increase in t
amplitude of the moving jams reaching the maximum va
~from about 9 min up to about 20 min for the different day!
when the narrow jams have been transformed into the w
moving ones. Besides, while the period of the speed corr
tion functionTc is nearly the same in the pinch region of th
general pattern (D5) on all days, this period is very differen
for wide moving jams that have formed on these differe
days (D1). Note that from the results in Table V it can b
concluded that in some case, e.g., on 20 April 1998,
mean time distance between moving jamsTJ is lower than

FIG. 17. Spatial dependence of the speed correlation func
~5! during the moving jam emergence upstream of the effec
bottleneck atD6 on 15 April 1996 on the section of the highwa
A5-South@Fig. 3~a!#: the speed correlation function at different d
tectors.
8-16
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EMPIRICAL MACROSCOPIC FEATURES OF SPATIAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
the period of the correlation functionTc . This is because the
moving jams of lower amplitude decrease the average t
distance between the moving jamsTJ , but they only slightly
influence the period of the speed correlation function.

IV. EVOLUTION OF GENERAL PATTERNS AT ON RAMPS

A. ‘‘Strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ congestion: The definition

The time dependence of the flow rateqe f f-on(t) has the
maximum pointqe f f-on, max at the timet5te f f-on . This time
is later than the timet5tFS of the general pattern emergen
~Table II and Fig. 12, eff-on!. Whereasqe f f-on is changing at
a high level in the vicinity ofqe f f-on, max, the average flow
rate in the pinch regionq(pinch) is self-maintained near th
limit ~minimal! flow rate qlim

(pinch) and the average vehicl
speedvav is low @the region ‘‘strong’’ in Figs. 18~a,b!#. This
case will be called the ‘‘strong’’ congestion. In the stron
congestion, the initial mean time distance between nar
moving jams reaches the lowest possible valueTJ, l im and
the mean width of the synchronized flow in GPLsyn is lim-
ited, and this width is independent of traffic demand. Th
the pinch effect considered in Sec. III is related to the stro
congestion condition.

In contrast, when the flow rateqe f f-on decreases below
some value, the average speed in the pinch regionvav begins
to increase gradually and the flow rateq(pinch) loses the
property to be a self-maintaining value close toqlim

(pinch) ~Fig.
18!. This case will be called the ‘‘weak’’ congestion. Und
the weak congestion, the time distance between emer
narrow moving jams increases with the increase in the a
age speed in the pinch region@Fig. 18~a!#. This is correlated
with Ref. @66#, where it has been found that the higher t

FIG. 18. Transition from the strong congestion to the weak o
~a! The vehicle speed for different lanes~1 min data! where narrow
moving jams are marked by down arrows and the average speevav
~thick solid curve, 10 min averaged data!. The flow rates in the
pinch region (D5) ~b!, to the on rampD6-on~c!, to the effective on
ramp~eff-on!, and the upstream part of the flow rate to the effect
on rampqon-up5qe f f-on2qD6-on ~on-up! ~d! ~10 min data: each 10
min averaged value is set to the minute at which the 10 min inte
of the averaging begins!. Data from 23 March 1998, A5-South.
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speed in the pinch region away from narrow moving jams
the higher is the mean initial distance between narrow ja

R̄narrow .

The distanceR̄narrow can be sometimes equal to or high
than the minimum time distance between wide moving jam
Thus, each growing narrow moving jam can lead to the
currence of a wide moving jam. If the speed in synchroniz
flow is high enough then no moving jams emerge in t
flow.

It will be shown below that under the weak congesti
diverse transformations between different congested patt
can occur.

B. Synchronized flow pattern

When the flow rateqe f f-on decreases below some valu
GP can gradually transform into SP~Fig. 19!. On 23 March
1998 this transformation occurs in the time interval fro
9:00 up to 9:20, when the flow rateqe f f-on is related to the
flow rate interval designatedqe f f-on

(trans) in Table II. Upstream of
SP, free flow occurs@D1, Fig. 19~b!, middle#, i.e., this SP is
localized at the bottleneck. Such a pattern is called the L
Wide moving jams do not emerge in SP. In comparison w
GP, in SP the average speed and the flow rate are cons
ably higher atD5 @Fig. 19~c!#. Thus, in SP the weak conges
tion is realized.

C. Alternations of free and synchronized flows in congested
patterns

During the time interval from 9:20 up to 9:41, when th
localized SP occurs@Fig. 19~b!, middle#, the flow rate
qe f f-on5570–615 vehicles/h. Whenqe f f-on is further de-
creased@qe f f-on is 390–420 vehicles/h during 9:42–9:50#,
local regions of free flow (D5,D4) appear, which spatially
alternate with local regions of synchronized flow (D3) @Fig.
19~b!, right#. However, synchronized flow is self-maintaine
at the bottleneck (D6). Besides, wide moving jams emerg
in the most upstream region of synchronized flow inside
pattern@D2 andD1 in Fig. 19~b!, right#. Thus, this pattern
may be considered as a variant of~GP!. Inside this GP, local
regions of free flow spatiallyalternatewith local regions of
synchronized flow@marked ‘‘AGP’’ in Fig. 19~b!, right#.

Note that the flow rateqe f f-on increased up to 600
vehicles/h during 9:57–9:59. At such a flow rateqe f f-on SP
could exist@Fig. 19~c!#. However, SP does not occur an
more.

The appearance of free flow atD5 andD4 may be ex-
plained by the occurrence of the returnS→F transition in-
side the initial SP when the flow rateqe f f-on is decreasing
@Fig. 19~c!#. However, because synchronized flow at t
bottleneck (D6) is still self-maintained, the discharge flo
rate (D6) remains at approximately the same level as in
@Fig. 19~c!#. Thus, it may be assumed that the downstre
front of GP @this GP is marked as ‘‘AGP’’ in Fig. 19~b!,
right# is located at the bottleneck (D6) as well as the down-
stream front of the initial GP and SP.

There may be also the following interpretation of the ph
nomenon of the appearence of alternations of free and

.

al
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FIG. 19. Evolution of the general pattern~GP!
into the localized synchronized flow patter
~LSP! and then into GP where a spatial altern
tion of free and synchronized flows occu
~marked ‘‘AGP’’! due to a decrease in the flow
rate to the effective on ramp upstream of th
bottleneck atD6 on 23 March 1998 on the sec
tion of the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!#. ~a!
Overview.~b! The vehicle speed on different de
tectors: GP~left!, LSP~middle! and AGP~right!.
~c! The flow rates at different detectors~10 min
averaged data!: ‘‘eff-on’’ and ‘‘on-up’’ are the
flow rates to the effective on rampqe f f-on and the
flow rateqon-up5qe f f-on2qD6-on , respectively.F
free flow.
F
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n
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flow
chronized flows in congested patterns. It can be seen in
19~a! that synchronized flow in AGP appears due to a spa
separation of synchronized flow in the initial LSP. Exact
AGP may be considered as two different patterns:~i! LSP,
localized in the vicinity of the bottleneck@D6, Fig. 19~b!,
right# and~ii ! a MSP. When synchronized flow in this MSP
far enough from the bottleneck (D3 –D1), wide moving
jams emerge in this synchronized flow.

On other days, the evolution of GP when the flow ra
qe f f-on decreases can show qualitatively similar pictures
04613
ig.
l

,

s

on 23 March 1998~Fig. 19!. However, sometimes rather tha
GP the SP, where local regions of free flow spatially altern
with local regions of synchronized flow, occurs. The latter
may also be interpreted as two different patterns:~i! LSP at
the bottleneck and~ii ! MSP where no wide moving jam
occur.

Sometimes, an initial GP transforms into LSP that d
solves later. In some other cases, an appearance of free
inside the synchronized flow of the initial GP~or SP! leads to
the occurrence of MSP.
8-18
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D. Hysteresis phenomena at the effective bottleneck during
the pattern formation and dissolution

While the F→S transition at the effective bottleneck
accompanied by the fall in the vehicle speed@e.g., Fig. 4~a–
c!#, the returnS→F transition is accompanied by the jum
of the speed. Therefore, both first order phase transit
cause the well-known hysteresis effect@Figs. 16~c,d!#. On 13
January 1997, due to the appearance of a wide moving
betweenD6 andD5, which causes the returnS→F transi-
tion at D6 without the dissolution of the general patter
there are two hysteresis effects~Sec. III B 5!.

However, usually theS→F transition occurs due to th
dissolution of the congested pattern. One of the scenario
this dissolution is shown in Fig. 16~a!. A wave of the return
S→F transitions starts upstream of the congested pattern
propagates downstream~up arrowsF2 , D3 –D5) up to the
effective bottleneck@D6, up arrowF2 and the arrow at 9:21
in Figs. 16~a! and 16~d!, respectively#. As a result, the con-
gested pattern dissolves and free flow occurs at the bo
neck @Fig. 16~a!#.

When GP or SP occur where local regions of free fl
spatially alternate with local regions of synchronized flow
different scenario of the congested pattern dissolution is p
sible. On 23 March 1998 the dissolution of synchroniz
flows atD6 and atD3 –D1 in AGP begins almost simulta
neously~up arrowsF1 andF2 at 10:31,D6 andD1 in Fig.
11!. However, because synchronized flow atD3 –D1 is ex-
tended over about 3 km, this synchronized flow dissol
later due to the wave of theS→F transitions, which propa-
gates downstream from the detectorsD1 to D2 and then to
D3 ~up arrowsF2 at D2 andD3). As a result, the dissolu
tion finishes atD3 three minutes later~at 10:34! than it has
begun atD1. There may be another explanation of this p
tern dissolution. This explanation is based on the above
sumption that the AGP in Fig. 19 consists of two patter
LSP at the bottleneck and MSP. Thus, these two patte
dissolve independently of each other due to two differ
waves of the returnS→F transitions.

E. Discharge flow rate and highway capacity

There are three kinds of highway capacity depending
which phase traffic is in. These kinds of highway capac
are the following @66#. ~1! The capacity of free flow is
qmax

( f ree) . ~2! The capacity downstream of synchronized flow
a bottleneck is related to the maximal possible discha
flow rate qout,max

(bottle) . ~3! The capacity downstream of a wid
moving jam is qout ~Table III!. These capacities have
probabilistic nature, because of local first order phase tra
tions between three traffic phases.

Recall that@70#

qmax
( f ree)/qout'1.5. ~7!

Thus, for the general patterns at on ramps, one derives f
Eqs.~4! and ~7! the following empirical relation:
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1.8&qmax
( f ree)/qlim

(pinch)&2.25. ~8!

The maximal and minimal values of the discharge flo
rateqout

(bottle) during the time when the congested pattern e
isted at the bottleneck have been measured both for 1
~Table VI! and for 10 min averaged data~to show mean
results! ~Table VII!. It can be seen thatqout

(bottle) can change in
a wide range@qout, max

(bottle) ,qout, min
(bottle) #. Besides, the maximum

value qout, max
(bottle) can noticeably exceed the flow rate out of

wide moving jamqout , whereasqout, min
(bottle) can be lower than

qout .
Because in GP under the strong congestion the flow

q(pinch) has only small changes nearqlim
(pinch) , the average

discharge flow rate~2! should change correspondingly to th
change in the flow rate to the effective on rampqe f f-on . This
behavior is indeed observed in the empirical study@Fig.
15~b!#.

V. CONGESTED PATTERNS AT OFF RAMPS

All types of patterns that occur at an isolated on ramp c
also occur at an isolated off ramp. However, congested

TABLE VI. The maximalqout,max
(bottle) and the minimalqout,min

(bottle) dis-
charge flow rates on three different days on the section of the h
way A5-South. Both flow rates are measured during the time in
val when the congested pattern exists at the effective bottlenec
D6. 1 min averaged data across the whole highway.

Parameter or
characteristic

Day

15 April 1996 13 January 1997 23 March 199

qout,max
(bottle)

~vehicles/h! 6840 6180 5220
qout,min

(bottle)

~vehicles/h! 4500 3540 3420
qout,max

(bottle) /qout

1.37 1.37 1.24
qout,min

(bottle)/qout

0.9 0.79 0.81

TABLE VII. The same parameters and characteristics as
Table VI but for 10 min averaged data across the whole highw

Parameter or
characteristic

Day

15 April 1996 13 January 1997 23 March 199

qout,max
(bottle)

~vehicles/h! 5940 5420 4880
qout,min

(bottle)

~vehicles/h! 5140 3640 3920
qout,max

(bottle) /qout

1.19 1.2 1.16
qout,min

(bottle)/qout

1.03 0.8 0.93
8-19
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BORIS S. KERNER PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
terns at the off ramp@Fig. 20~a!# and their evolution~Fig. 21!
show some peculiarities.

A. The general pattern

First, upstream of the off rampD25-off on A5-North the
F→S transition atD23 @up arrow in Fig. 20~a!# occurs~the
reason of theF→S transition is the same as it has be
discussed in Sec. II C!. The following upstream propagatio
of the synchronized flow~up arrows atD22, D21) leads to
the formation of GP where the synchronized flow patte
occurs and wide moving jams emerge in that synchroni
flow @down arrows in Fig. 20~a!, D19–D16#.

However, in the pinch region of this GP the weak cong
tion condition is realized. Indeed, in contrast to GP atD6
considered in Sec. III~Figs. 9–11!, in GP at the off ramp

FIG. 20. The general pattern~GP! at the isolated bottleneck a
the off rampD25-off on 23 January 2001 on the section of t
highway A5-North@Fig. 3~c!#. ~a! The vehicle speed on differen
detectors~1 min data!. The flow rate in the pinch region~b! and the
discharge flow rate~‘‘ D251off ramp’’! ~c! for GP~10 min intervals
data!. The up arrow in~b! symbolically shows the time of theF
→S transition, which leads to GP formation.
04613
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D25-off on A5-North there is almost no difference betwe
the flow rate atD22 in free flow regime@the time interval
before the up arrow in Fig. 20~b!# and in the pinch region a
D22 ~the time interval after the up arrow!. In the pinch re-
gion, the vehicle speed away from moving jams@about
40–60 km/h, Fig. 20~a!, D22, D21# is noticeable higher than
in the pinch region of GP at the on ramp under the stro
congestion~about 20–30 km/h, Figs. 9–11,D5).

The upstream front of synchronized flow in GP at the
ramp is continuously widening upstream@up arrows in Fig.
20~a!#. Therefore, the widthLsyn of the synchronized flow in
GP at the off ramp is increasing over time rather than it be
spatially limited. In contrast to GP at the on ramp conside
in Sec. III A 2 ~Figs. 9–11!, the upstream boundary of syn
chronized flow in the GP at the off ramp in Fig. 20 is n
determined by the location of theF→S transition~the wide
moving jam emergence!. First, synchronized flow propagate
continuously upstream of the bottleneck~up arrows in Fig.
20! and only later wide moving jams emerge in this synch
nized flow.

B. Transformations between different types of congested
patterns

It has been found that the weak congestion is the us
case for different congested patterns at off ramps. In part
lar, the weak congestion occurs in the MSP shown in F
6~a! and in all other congested patterns shown in Figs.
and 22. Under the weak congestion diverse transformat
between different types of congested patterns often oc
over time.

For example, GP at off ramps can easily transform in
one of the synchronized flow patterns. Either the LSP, or
widening SP~WSP!, i.e., SP whose upstream front is co
tinuously widening upstream, or else MSP can occur. B
sides, in both GP and SP~LSP or WSP! local regions of free
flow, which spatially alternate with regions of synchroniz
flow are often realized. An example is shown in Fig.
where GP first transforms into GP with such an alternation
free and synchronized flows~marked ‘‘AGP’’! and then later
once again GP without this alternation occurs. However
this AGP almost free flow conditions are atD23–D21, i.e.,
this AGP may also be interpreted as GP whose downstr
boundary has moved upstream from the initial effective
cation of the bottleneck in the vicinity ofD23 to D20.

At some off ramps, GP exist only during short time inte
vals. There are relatively frequent transformations betw
different congested patterns. Such a case is usually rea
upstream of the off rampD23-off on the highway A5-South
~Fig. 22!. It can be seen that GP, where only one wide mo
ing jam is formed, transforms into SP, then GP once ag
appears.

VI. COMPLEX PATTERN FORMATION CAUSED BY
PECULIARITIES OF HIGHWAY INFRUSTRUCTURE

A. ‘‘Foreign’’ wide moving jams

A real highway has a lot of effective bottlenecks. Thu
two or more general patterns where the related different
8-20
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FIG. 21. Evolution of congested patterns th
occur at the isolated bottleneck at the off ram
D25-off on 23 January 2001 on the section of t
highway A5-North@Fig. 3~c!#. The vehicle speed
on different detectors. GP is the general patte
~left and right! and AGP is the GP where a spati
alternation of free and synchronized flows occu
~middle!.
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quences of wide moving jams emerge can appear almos
multaneously. The wide moving jams from downstream
quences of wide moving jams will be called‘‘foreign’’ wide
moving jams@the jams marked by the down arrows ‘‘A’’ and
‘‘ B’’ in Fig. 3~b! and Fig. 23# when they propagate throug
an upstream general pattern~GP atD6) where other narrow
moving jams are just emerging~the jams marked by the
down arrows 1–9 in Fig. 23!.

Upstream of the ‘‘foreign’’ wide moving jamA, the nar-
row jam emergence is not influenced by this ‘‘foreign’’ jam
Downstream of the foreign wide moving jamA, the narrow
jams marked by the arrows 6 and 7 disappear. This supp
sion effect is apparently the same as the suppression of
row jams by a wide jam at the upstream boundary of
pinch region~see Sec. III A 2! @66#. However, far enough
downstream from the jamA the features of the jam eme
gence are not influenced by the foreign wide moving j
propagation. Thus, the narrow jam marked by the arrow
which is far enough downstream of the foreign jamA grows
leading to the formation of the wide moving jam 8 atD2
~Fig. 23!. All mentioned features of the foreign wide movin
jam A propagation are characteristic for all other forei
wide jams, in particular for the wide moving jamB.
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As a result of these effects, instead of initial isolated
quences of wide moving jams~the foreign wide moving jams
A and B and the jams marked by the arrows 1–8! a united
sequence of wide moving jams is finally formed~down ar-
rows 1 3A 8 B in Fig. 23,D2, D1).

B. ‘‘Expanded’’ congested patterns

1. The definition and some common features

If two or more effective bottlenecks exist close to o
another on a highway, then a congested pattern can o
where synchronized flow covers several effective bot
necks. This pattern will be calledthe expanded congeste
pattern ~EP!.

The empirical study shows that in some cases two or m
spatially separated pinch regions can occur in the sync
nized flow of EP. Each of these pinch regions occurs
stream of the related effective bottleneck.

In a lot of other cases, EP are observed where the pi
region covers two or more effective bottlenecks. The wid
of this expanded pinch region can be much higher than
width of the pinch region occurring upstream of an isolat
bottleneck. In these cases, narrow wide moving jams a
8-21
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FIG. 22. Evolution of congested patterns th
occur upstream of the off rampD23-off on 17
March 1997 on the section of the highway A5
South@Fig. 3~a!#. The vehicle speed on differen
detectors. GP is the general pattern and SP is
synchronized flow pattern.
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they have emerged can remain the narrow jams during
propagation through the whole expanded pinch region w
out transformation into the wide moving jams. Naturally, i
termediate cases where some of the pinch regions are s
rated and the others cover several effective bottlenecks
observed.

EP can also have a spatial-temporal structure qualitativ
similar to ~GP! at an isolated bottleneck. However, the e
pirical study shows that there are some important peculi
ties of EP. First, because synchronized flow in EP cov
several bottlenecks, the pinch region can be much lon
than in the case of an isolated bottleneck. Second, a lo
‘‘foreign’’ wide moving jams that are formed inside differen
pinch regions between different bottlenecks can propag
through EP.

2. An example of EP

In Sec. V A it has already been mentioned that upstre
of the effective bottleneckBNorth 1 @Figs. 3~c,d!# GP is
formed@Fig. 20~a!#. The upstream front of the synchronize
flow in this GP propagates upstream@up arrows,D23–D17#.
After this front reaches the effective bottleneckBNorth 2 at
the on ramp (D16), theF→S transition at the latter bottle
neck occurs@up arrow in Fig. 20~a!, D16#. As a result, the
synchronized flow propagates further upstream@up-arrows in
Fig. 24,D15, D14# covering both bottlenecks. Therefore, E
occurs whose overview is shown in Fig. 3~d!.
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In this expanded pattern, there are two spatially separa
pinch regions in the synchronized flow. The first pinch regi
has been formed between the bottleneckBNorth 1 and the
bottleneckBNorth 2 @Fig. 20~a!#. In this pinch region, wide
moving jams occur downstream of the bottleneckBNorth 2
@Fig. 20~a!, D17, up arrows#. These wide moving jams@the
down arrows 1–4 in Fig. 20~a! and Fig. 24# that propagate
further upstream can be considered as foreign wide mov
jams for the second pinch region upstream of the bottlen
BNorth 2 where other narrow moving jams emerge.

In the case shown in Fig. 24, the strong congestion occ
in the pinch region (D15) upstream of the bottlenec
BNorth 2 (D16). As a result, the upstream propagation of t
upstream front of synchronized flow is spatially limited a
the front is located betweenD11 andD12. A region of wide
moving jams is formed betweenD11 andD12, i.e., at ap-
proximately the same distance~about 4 km! from the effec-
tive bottleneck atD16 as in the case of the effective bottl
neck atD6 on the highway A5-South~e.g., Fig. 9!.

However, these wide moving jams are not the reason
the F→S transition at the next upstream bottleneckBNorth 3
(D7). This transition is earlier induced by the upstrea
propagation of the local region of synchronized flow, whi
has originally appeared atD12 ~up arrow at 11:59!. There-
fore, the wide moving jams are also the foreign jams for
congested pattern that is formed upstream of this third ef
tive bottleneck (D6 in Fig. 24!.
8-22
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C. Dissolution of moving jams at bottlenecks

There are bottlenecks that do not appear to be effec
ones, i.e., theF→S transition is not observed there. If
foreign moving jam that has initially occurred downstrea
of the bottleneck propagates through this bottleneck ei
the width of the jam can decrease or the jam can disso
Indeed, let us assume that the bottleneck is linked to a
crease in the number of highway lanes from ‘‘m’’ to ‘‘ n’’ in
the direction of traffic flow (n,m). Then the flow rate in the
outflow from the foreign wide moving jamqout increases
when the jam propagates through the bottleneck corresp
ingly to the ratiom/n but the flow rate into the jamqin can
remain the same. The dissolution of the foreign wide mov
jams at such a bottleneck~where m53 and n52) is ob-
served on the German highway A1@Figs. 25~a,b!#. First, the
moving jams~marked by down arrows 1–3! are on the two-
lane section of the highway (D8). After the jams due to thei
upstream propagation reach the three-lane section of
highway they begin to dissolve gradually (D7,D5). Finally,
the jams have dissolved and free flow occurs atD3 upstream
of the bottleneck.

A long off ramp parallel to the other highway lanes c
also play the role of a bottleneck of this type. This case

FIG. 23. Explanation of ‘‘foreign’’ wide moving jams. The
propagation of the ‘‘foreign’’ wide moving jams ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘ B’’
through the general pattern. The vehicle speed at different detec
GP has been formed due to theF→S transition at 07:15 at the on
ramp ~up arrow,D6) induced by the propagation of a local regio
of synchronized flow~up arrow,D7) on 18 June 1997 on the se
tion of the highway A5-South@Fig. 3~a!#. The overview of this
‘‘foreign’’ wide moving jam propagation through GP at the bottl
neckB3 is shown in Fig. 3~b!.
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realized on the highway A5-South atD12, D13 @Fig. 3~a!#.
Due to the off ramp the effective number of the lanes d
creases fromm54 atD12 ton53 atD14 in the direction of
traffic flow. Apparently for this reason the width of the fo
eign wide moving jam in Fig. 25~c! decreases when the jam
propagates upstream in the vicinity ofD12 andD13 and the
jam width again increases after the jam has passed the
ramp @this is the wide moving jam shown in Fig. 2~b!#.

The influence of this long off ramp atD12, D13 can also
explain the dissolution of narrow moving jams shown in F
25~d!. These jams emerge in the pinch region of the co
gested pattern@D14, Fig. 25~d!# that appears upstream of th
effective bottleneck atD16 caused by the on rampD15-on in
Fig. 3~a!. After this moving jam dissolution, free flow occur
upstream of the pinch region atD12 @Fig. 25~d!#. Thus, the
localized synchronized flow pattern occurs at the on ra
@this pattern is marked as synchronized flow in Fig. 2~b!#
rather than the general pattern. However, in contrast to L
considered in Sec. IV B~Fig. 19!, the localized synchronized
flow pattern under consideration@Figs. 2~b! and 25~d!# oc-
curs due to the mentioned peculiarities of the highway inf

rs.

FIG. 24. A part of the expanded pattern~EP! upstream of the
bottleneckBNorth 2 at D16 ~the on ramp! on 23 January 2001 on th
section of the highway A5-North@Fig. 3~c!#: The vehicle speed a
different detectors. The downstream part of this EP~downstream of
the bottleneck atD16) is shown in Fig. 20. The overview of the E
can be seen in Fig. 3~d!.
8-23
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BORIS S. KERNER PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
FIG. 25. Dissolution of moving jams at bottlenecks.~a, b! A
scheme of the arrangement of the detectors on the section o
highway A1-Southwest between intersection ‘‘Dortmund-Unn
~upstream ofD1) and intersection ‘‘Schwerte’’~downstream of
D9) in the direction to Cologne~a! and the vehicle speed at differ
ent detectors~b!. ~c! Dependence of the time-widthtJ of a wide
moving jam due to the jam propagation through a section of
highway A5-South with the long off ramp@D12 and D13, Fig.
3~a!#: the vehicle speed at different detectors.~d! Dissolution of
narrow moving jams occurring in the pinch region (D14) of the
localized synchronized flow pattern due to the jam propaga
through a part of the section of the highway A5-South with the lo
off ramp: the vehicle speed at different detectors.
04613
structure upstream of the effective bottleneck atD16 rather
than due to non linear effects in traffic upstream of t
bottleneck only.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Conclusions of empirical results

1. Classification of congested patterns at highway bottlenecks

~i! GP, where the synchronized flow occurs and wi
moving jams emerge in that synchronized flow is the m
frequent type of congested pattern at isolated bottleneck

~ii ! In some cases, rather than GP one of the SP’s occ
Either LSP, or WSP, or else MSP is realized at an isola
bottleneck.

~iii ! In some cases in GP and SP~in LSP and WSP! local
regions of free flow, which spatially alternate with regions
synchronized flow, can occur.

~iv! If two or more effective bottlenecks are close to o
another, EP, where synchronized flow covers two or m
effective bottlenecks, can occur.

For each effective bottleneck or for each set of seve
effective bottlenecks that are close to one another the spa
temporal structure of the congested patterns possesses
dictable, i.e., characteristic, unique, and reproducible f
tures, such as the types of patterns that are frequently for
and the mean width of synchronized flow inside GP. The
features can be nearlythe samefor different days and years
They can also remain within a large range of flow rates~traf-
fic demand! at which the patterns exist. These results a
used for forecasting of congested patterns at highway bo
necks@80#.

2. Special congested pattern features

~i! When the flow rate to the effective on rampqe f f-on
increases, the case of the strong congestion can be rea
The strong congestion shows the following features.

~1! The average flow rate in the pinch region of G
q(pinch) reaches a limit~minimal! flow rateqlim

(pinch) . Exactly,
q(pinch) shows only small changes in the vicinity ofqlim

(pinch) .
~2! The mean width of synchronized flow in GP,Lsyn, is

approximately a constant, which does not change if either
flow rate qe f f-on or/and the flow rate upstream of GPqin
increases.

~3! At the location inside the pinch region where narro
moving jams are just emerging the time distance between
jams reaches a minimum value.

~4! The condition qlim
(pinch),qout is fulfilled (1.2

&qout /qlim
(pinch)&1.5), whereqout is the flow rate in the out-

flow from a wide moving jam for the case when free flow
formed downstream of the jam.

~5! The highway capacity in the free flow regime can
about twice as high as the capacity of the highway under
strong congestion condition.

~ii ! When the flow rate to the effective on rampqe f f-on
slowly decreases, the strong congestion conditions in
changes to the weak one. In this case, GP can transform
one of the SP or an alternation of free and synchroni
flows in GP occurs.
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EMPIRICAL MACROSCOPIC FEATURES OF SPATIAL- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
~iii ! In contrast to the strong congestion, under the we
one the flow rateq(pinch) or/and Lsyn or/and the time-
distance of the narrow moving jams emergence in a sync
nized flow noticeably depend on traffic demand. In GP wh
in the pinch region the weak congestion occurs, the upstr
front ~boundary! of synchronized flow can propagate u
stream, i.e.,Lsyn can continuously increase.

~iv! Under the weak congestion diverse transformatio
between different types of congested patterns can occur
time.

~v! At an isolated off ramp, the weak congestion is oft
observed.

~vi! Moving jams can dissolve at some specific bott
necks. This effect can lead to the occurrence of LSP wh
the strong congestion in synchronized flow is realized, ho
ever in contrast to GP, the region of wide moving jams
absent.

~vii ! The period of the speed correlation function c
gradually increase in the upstream direction from the lo
tion in the pinch region where narrow moving jams are j
emerging.

B. A qualitative explanation of empirical results

1. Diagram of congested patterns at bottlenecks
in three-phase-traffic theory

The methodology of the congested pattern study that
been used above is based on an analysis ofempirical spatial-
temporal features of congested patterns. Let us show t
some of these empirical features can be explained in
frame of three-phase-traffic theory by the author@57,62–
64,66,81#.

In the diagram of congested patterns at the bottlene
~e.g., on and off ramps! on a multilane~in one direction!
highway @Fig. 26~a!# @76,81#, which is based on the three
phase-traffic theory@Figs. 26~b,c!# @57,62–64,66#, different
spatial-temporal congested patterns dependent on the
rate on the highway upstream of the bottleneckqin and on
‘‘the effective bottleneck strength’’~or the bottleneck
strength for short!, Dq, are possible. If the effective bottle
neck is caused by an on ramp, the bottleneck strengthDq
equals the flow rate to the on rampqon-ramp @Fig. 26~a!#. If
the effective bottleneck is caused by an off ramp,Dq equals
the difference between the actual flow rate to the off ra
and a threshold flow rate to the off ramp at which the
ramp still does not cause a permanent disturbance for
flow.

In the diagram, there are two main boundariesFS
(B) and

SJ
(B) . Below and left of the boundaryFS

(B) free flow is real-
ized @Fig. 26~a!#. Between the boundariesFS

(B) andSJ
(B) dif-

ferent SP’s occur. Right of the boundarySJ
(B) wide moving

jams spontaneously emerge in synchronized flow upstr
of the bottleneck, i.e., different GP’s occur.

Between the boundariesFS
(B) andSJ

(B) , the higherqin is,
the higher is the probability that the flow rate in synchr
nized flow in SP is lower thanqin and the length of SP is
continuously increasing over time. At higherqin the WSP
and at lowerqin the LSP occurs@Fig. 26~a!#. The boundary
04613
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that separates the region of WSP from the region of LSP
marked by the letterW in Fig. 26~a!.

Note that the flow rate in the synchronized flow of any S
cannot exceed some characteristic valueqmax

(syn) @Fig. 26~b!#.
Right of the boundaryFS

(B) and left of the lineM @the region
marked ‘‘MSP’’ in Fig. 26~a!# the flow rateqin in an initial
free flow upstream of the on ramp satisfies the condit
qin.qmax

(syn) @Fig. 26~a!#. The point where the lineM inter-
sects the curveFS

(B) is related to the flow rateqin5qmax
(syn) .

After SP has just appeared at the on ramp, the flow r
directly upstream of the on ramp decreases. This flow rat
SP pinned at the on ramp cannot be higher thanqmax

(syn) . This

FIG. 26. A qualitative explanation of empirically found con
gested patterns in the three-phase-traffic theory.~a! A qualitative
diagram of congested patterns at the effective isolated bottlenec
a multilane highway@76,81#: GP is the general pattern, DGP is th
dissolving GP, LSP is the localized synchronized flow pattern, W
is the widening synchronized flow pattern, MSP is the moving s
chronized flow pattern;qin is the flow rate on highway upstream o
the bottleneck,Dq is the bottleneck strength, in the case of t
bottleneck caused by the on rampDq5qon-ramp . ~b! A concatena-
tion of hypothetical equilibrium states of free~F! and synchronized
flow ~dashed area! with the line J; ~c! hypothetical critical ampli-
tude of local perturbations as function of the density for theF→S
transition ~curve FS), for the F→J transition ~curve FJ), and for
the S→J transition~curvesSJ

(1) and SJ
(2) for two different vehicle

speeds in synchronized flowvsyn
(1) and vsyn

(2) , respectively,vsyn
(1)

.vsyn
(2) ) @57,63,66#. A qualitative diagram of congested patterns~d!,

a concatenation of hypothetical equilibrium flow states with the l
J ~e!, and hypothetical critical amplitude of local perturbations
function of the density for theS→J transition~curvesSJ

(1) andSJ
(2)

for two different vehicle speedsv (1) and v (2), respectively,v (1)

.v (2)) ~f! for one-lane road.
8-25
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BORIS S. KERNER PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046138
is in contrast to the initial conditionqin.qmax
(syn) . Apparently

for this reason, it has been found out@76# that one or a
sequence of MSP emerge upstream of the on ramp. Afte
has emerged at the on ramp, SP comes off the on ramp
transforms into MSP. In MSP both the upstream and
downstream fronts move upstream of the on ramp, i.e., M
moves as a whole localized pattern upstream of the on ra
In contrast to a wide moving jam, inside MSP both the v
hicle speed~40–70 km/h! and the flow rate are high. Be
sides, the velocity of the downstream front of MSP is no
characteristic parameter. This velocity can change in a w
range in the process of the MSP propagation or for differ
MSP. In some cases it has been found out that after MS
far away from the on ramp, the pinch effect~the self-
compression of synchronized flow! occurs inside MSP and
wide moving jam can be formed there@76#.

The boundaryFS
(B) @Fig. 26~a!# is determined by an oc

currence of theF→S transition at the bottleneck. The natu
of this boundary is similar to the one for the curveFS in Fig.
26~c!, which determines the critical amplitude of local pe
turbations for theF→S transition in traffic flow without
bottlenecks@62,63#. The effective bottleneck acts as a pe
manent nonhomogeneity that causes the related perma
perturbation at the bottleneck@67#. The higherDq is, the
higher is the amplitude of this permanent perturbati
Therefore, the higherDq is the lower is the flow rateqin at
which the related critical amplitude occurs at the bottlene
This may explain the decreasing character of the bound
FS

(B) in the flow-flow plane in Fig. 26~a!. The limit point of
the boundaryFS

(B) at Dq50 is related to the maximum flow
rate in free flow whereqin5qmax

( f ree) .
The boundarySJ

(B) is determined by the wide moving jam
emergence in synchronized flow~i.e., theS→J transition!
upstream of the on ramp. The nature of the boundarySJ

(B) is
similar to the one for the curvesSJ

(1) andSJ
(2) in Fig. 26~c!.

The latter boundaries determine the critical amplitude of
cal perturbation and the related probability for theS→J tran-
sition in synchronized flow@57,62,63,66#. On the one hand
between the boundariesFS

(B) and SJ
(B) , at the sameqin the

vehicle speed in SP should decrease whenDq increases. On
the other hand, from Figs. 26~b,c! it can be seen that at th
same flow rateq, the lower the vehicle speed in synchroniz
flow, the lower is the critical amplitudeDrc and therefore the
higher is the probability of theS→J transition~compareSJ

(1)

and SJ
(2) for the respective vehicle speedsvsyn

(1) and vsyn
(2) ,

wherevsyn
(1) .vsyn

(2) ). Thus, in comparison toFS
(B) , the bound-

ary SJ
(B) should be shifted to the right in the flow-flow plan

@Fig. 26~a!#.
The empirical results of the GP formation also allow

suggest that if due to the high value ofDq the strong con-
gestion is achieved in GP, then GP cannot exist ifqin

,qlim
(pinch) . Therefore, under the strong congestion t

boundarySJ
(B) can transform into a horizontal line atqin

5qlim
(pinch) @Fig. 26~a!#. However, it can also occur that at th

whole boundarySJ
(B) the flow rateqin.qlim

(pinch), i.e., the
boundarySJ

(B) has a decreasing character at all valuesqin and
Dq in the flow-flow plane. In this case, either the part of t
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diagram of congested patterns in Fig. 26~a!, which is related
to the valuesDq>Dqst , is not realized or the whole bound
ary SJ

(B) lies above the flow rateqin5qlim
(pinch) .

Right of the boundarySJ
(B) and left of the lineG @the

region marked ‘‘DGP~dissolving general pattern!’’ in Fig.
26~a!#, in an initial ~before the congested pattern formatio!
free flow upstream of the on ramp, the flow rateqin satisfies
the conditionqin.qout . The point where the lineG inter-
sects the curveSJ

(B) is related to the flow rateqin5qout .
Thus, after a wide moving jam in synchronized flow of th
congested pattern has been formed, this initial conditionqin
.qout cannot be satisfied anymore because the flow rat
the jam outflow cannot be higher thanqout . As a result,
DGP, i.e., GP that dissolves over time should occur@Fig.
26~a!#. As a result, GP transforms into one of the SP or fr
flow occurs at the bottleneck@76#.

Right of the boundarySJ
(B) and right of the lineG, GP

occurs@Fig. 26~a!#. As well as in the empirical results pre
sented above, GP doesnot transform into another type o
pattern if Dq increases. IfDq decreases, GP can transfor
into one of SP.

The diagram in Fig. 26~a! @76,81# can also explain the
occurrence of the diverse variety of patterns and the tra
formations between them over time under the weak cong
tion at off ramps. Indeed, the weak congestion should
related to lowerDq, i.e., to the part of the diagram in Fig
26~a! where even relatively small changes inqin andDq can
cause diverse transitions between MSP, WSP, GP, DGP,
free flow.

Note that for a one-lane road the diagram of conges
patterns should be qualitatively similar to that for the mu
lane highway with one exception. The part of the diagra
above the flow rateqin5qmax

(syn) in Fig. 26~a! is not realized
on the diagram of congested patterns for the one-lane r
@Fig. 26~d!#. This is linked to the hypotheses of the thre
phase-traffic theory@Figs. 26~e,f!# @57,62,63,66#. Indeed,
these hypotheses suggest that the maximal flow rateqmax
@Fig. 26~e!# in hypothetical spatially homogeneous and tim
independent states~‘‘equilibrium’’ states! on the one-lane
road equals the maximal flow rate in the related states
synchronized flow on the multilane highway:qmax5qmax

(syn)

@Figs. 26~b,e!#. Therefore, corresponding to Fig. 26~d! MSP
should not occur at a bottleneck on the one-lane road.

In Figs. 26~a,d! fluctuations and hysteresis effects ha
not been taken into account. Fluctuations may lead to thS
→F transition inside WSP, and in particular to an occurren
of MSP also on one-lane roads. Hysteresis effects may
to an appearance of regions where, dependent on initial c
ditions, several different patterns can occur. In particular,
region of solely MSP may ‘‘shrink’’ so that in a limit case i
the whole region marked ‘‘MSP’’ in Fig. 26~a! WSP can exist
on a multi-lane road. The region of solely DGP may al
‘‘shrink’’ and in a limit case GP can exist at all valuesqin

right of the boundarySJ
(B).

2. Comparison with the diagram of congested patterns
at bottlenecks in the fundamental diagram approach

Traffic flow models use usually hypothetical spatial h
mogeneous and time-independent states~‘‘equilibrium’’
8-26
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states or fixed points of a model! that belong to a curve~s! in
the flow-density plane—the fundamental diagram appro
~e.g., Refs. @13–15,27,28,30,51,52#!. Helbing et al.
@38,41,52# have derived a diagram of congested patterns
bottlenecks for a wide class of models in the frame of
fundamental diagram approach, where diverse congested
terns are possible depending on the flow rateqin and on the
bottleneck strengthDq ~the term ‘‘the bottleneck strength
has been introduced in Refs.@38,41,52#!. This diagram
@38,41,52# is qualitatively different from the diagrams i
Figs. 26~a,d! @76,81#.

~i! In the diagram based on the fundamental diagram
proach@38,41,52#, homogeneous congested patterns~HCT!
occur at veryhigh flow rates to the on rampqon-ramp ~in the
general case, the bottleneck strengthDq) only. In contrast, in
Figs. 26~a,d! @76#, WSP, where as in HCT synchronized flo
can be homogeneous can occur in the vicinity oflow
qon-ramp only.

~ii ! In Refs.@38,41,52#, at a given high enoughqin if the
flow rateqon-ramp continuously increases first triggered sto
and-go traffic ~TSG! where no synchronized flow can b
formed occurs, then oscillating patterns~OCT! where no
wide moving jams can be formed appear, and finally H
occurs. In contrast, in the diagrams in Figs. 26~a,d! @76,81#
there are neither TSG or OCT, nor HCT.

~iii ! Near the boundary that separates TSG and OC
congested pattern that is a ‘‘mixture’’ of TSG and OCT~and
HCT! can occur@52#. This pattern, which at first sight look
like GP, has been used in Ref.@52# for an explanation of the
jam emergence in Ref.@66#. However, this mixture pattern
has no own region in the diagram of states in Re
@38,41,52#: The pattern transforms into TSG ifqon-ramp de-
creases or into OCT ifqon-ramp increases. In our diagram
@Figs. 26~a,d! @76,81## there are no TSG, no OCT, and n
HCT. Instead, GP exists in the very large range of the fl
ratesqon-ramp andqin . At a givenqin GP in the three-phase
traffic theory does not transform into another congested
tern even if qon-ramp increases up to the highest possib
values. Thus GP in Fig. 26~a! @76,81# has a qualitatively
different nature in comparison with the mixture of TSG a
OCT ~and HCT! in Ref. @52#.

~iv! In Refs.@38,41,52#, if qon-ramp decreases, then depe
dent onqin , either PLC or TSG, i.e., either a pinned jam
moving jams of very high density and very low speed occ
This is also in contrast to the diagrams in Figs. 26~a,d!
@76,81#. If qon-ramp decreases, SP occurs where the densit
much lower and the speed is much higher than that ins
either synchronized flow of the general pattern or inside
jams ~for more detailed comparison see Ref.@76#!.

The theoretical diagram of states in the fundamental d
gram approach@38,41,52# predicts the following sequence o
the congested pattern transformation ifqon-ramp gradually
increases.~i! TSG→OCT→HCT at a high given flow rate
qin and ~ii ! PLC→OCT→HCT at a lower givenqin . These
sequences~or even a part of them! havenot been observed in
the study of congested patterns presented in the pape
contrast, GP usually spontaneously emerges at the on r
GP does not transform into another congested patter
qon-ramp increases. Ifqon-ramp decreases, GP transforms in
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SP where vehicle speed is considerably higher than in
synchronized flow of GP. This is in accordance with t
diagram in Fig. 26~a! in the three-phase-traffic theor
@63,64,66,76,81#.

3. The width of synchronized flow in GP under the strong
congestion

It can be assumed that a wide moving jam separates
traffic flows upstream and downstream of the jam. As long
a moving jam is the wide one traffic phenomena upstream
the jam do not depend on traffic phenomena downstream
the jam.

In the strong congestion condition, the wide moving ja
at the upstream boundary of synchronized flow in GP c
therefore be considered as a region where ‘‘superfluous’’
hicles that cannot immediately pass through the pinch reg
are virtually stored. The average flow rate upstream of
wide moving jamqin is assumed to be higher than the flo
rateqlim

(pinch) @Fig. 26~a!#. Due to the difference betweenqin

and qlim
(pinch) the width of the jam increases only. In othe

words, there is no influence on the widthLsyn and on other
parameters of synchronized flow downstream of the j
even if qin is for a long time considerably higher than th
capacity of the congested bottleneck.

It can be assumed that

Lsyn5uvnarrow, meanuTnarrow , ~9!

wherevnarrow, mean is the mean velocity of narrow jams an
Tnarrow is the mean time interval needed for the transform
tion of the narrow jams into the wide jams.

In some time after the general pattern has been form
more than one wide moving jam usually exist upstream
the pinch region. In the strong congestion condition, if t
flow rate upstream of the region of these wide moving ja
qin.qlim

(pinch) , the changes inqin do not influence the width
Lsyn either. An increase in traffic demandqin leads to the
related increase in the width of the most upstream wide m
ing jam.

When in contrastqin becomes during a long time notice
ably lower thanqout , wide moving jams that are far awa
from the upstream boundary of synchronized flow will d
appear. Then, ifqin becomes lower thanqlim

(pinch) the strong
congestion at the bottleneck dissolves also.

4. Remarks about unsolved problems

In empirical observations, synchronized flow shows
very complex dynamical behavior. This may explain w
there is no common view on the physics and on the natur
synchronized flow between different scientific groups up
now ~e.g., the discussion in the review by Helbing@52# and
in Sec. VII B 2!. This also explains why new diverse qua
tatively different traffic flow models and theories for a the
retical description of synchronized flow appeared during
last years~e.g.,@36–40,42–44,47–50,52,61,74–76,82–86#!.
In particular, the behavior and the role of fluctuations
comparison with deterministic effects and also features
critical fluctuations in synchronized flow leading to the mo
8-27
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ing jam emergence have not been sufficiently understo
Thus, these and many other unsolved problems linked
synchronized flow features is a very interesting and imp
tant field of future investigations.

C. Application of the results for the development of methods
for tracing and forecasting of congested patterns

The three-phase-traffic theory@57,63,64,66,76,81# that
has been used for a qualitative explanation of empirical
sults has also been confirmed by the online application in
traffic center of the State Hessen of some recent mo
‘‘ASDA’’ ~automatische Staudynamikanalyse: automa
tracing of moving traffic jams! @87,88# and ‘‘FOTO’’ ~fore-
casting of traffic objects! @89,90#, which are based on thi
traffic flow theory. The model ASDA performs the automa
tracing and prediction of the propagation of moving traf
jams. The model FOTO identifies the traffic phases and
forms the tracing and prediction of the traffic phase synch
nized flow. It must be noted that in contrast to the conv
tional model approach based on microscopic, mesoscopi
macroscopic traffic flow models~e.g., Ref.@29#!, the models
ASDA and FOTO perform without any validation of mod
parameters in different environmental and traffic conditio

In the approach@87–90#, first the initial fronts of moving
jams xup

( jam) , xdown
( jam) and of synchronized flowxup

(syn) , xdown
(syn)

are determined. These fronts define the spatial size and l
tion of the phases synchronized flow and wide moving ja
Then the tracing and forecasting of the fronts of these pha
in time and space is calculated, i.e., the positions of all fro
xup

( jam)(t), xdown
( jam)(t), xup

(syn)(t), xdown
(syn) (t) as functions of time

are found. Note that for the traffic forecasting historical tim
series at least for the flow rates are necessary. In other wo
after the recognition of the traffic phases in congested
gime, these phases are traced and predicted as macros
single objects. The knowledge of these parameters as we
the average vehicle speed inside the traffic phases allo
calculate other traffic characteristics, e.g., trip times or/a
vehicle trajectories.

The field tests of the models ASDA and FOTO@91# show
that the dynamics of the traffic phases synchronized flow
wide moving jam in the three-phase-traffic theory can
scribe the real pattern dynamics almost exactly@Fig. 27~a!#.
The output information of ASDA and FOTO can be used
driver information systems or for traffic control systems. It
also possible to predict the dissolution of moving jams a
of patterns of synchronized flow.

For the evaluation of the model results, empirical data
an infrastructure with many detectors have been cho
First, the data of all detectors have been used@Fig. 27~b!#.
Then, the data of some detectors have been omitted and
process of the traffic pattern recognition and prediction
A
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been repeated@Fig. 27~c!#. The data that have not been us
are taken for comparison to the model results. The histog
where instead of 31 detection sites only 9 detection sites
used @Fig. 27~c!# shows a very similar result at the sam
situation as in Fig. 27~b! with all detectors as input.
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FIG. 27. Results of the online application of the model ASD
and FOTO.~a! Histogram A5-North on 12 April 2000 from 18:00–
20:00. Histogram A5-South on 17 July 2000 from 07:30–09:
using all available traffic data~31 sets of the detectors! ~b! and the
same day and the time interval as in~b! but using reduced inpu
data~9 of 31 sets of the detectors are used! ~c!.
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